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Abstract
Computational results for the mic rowave heating of a porous material are presented
in this paper. Coupled finite difference time domain and finite volume methods
are used to solve equations that describe the electromagnetic field and heat and
mass transfer in porotis media. These equations are nonlinearly coupled through
the dielectric properties which depend both on temperature and moisture content.
Bv investigating the resonant behaviour in two-dimensional microwave cavities, the
FD-TD scheme is validated. Validation of the microwave power distribution in 3-D
microwave enclosures is compared with other numerical results available. 3-D tem-
perature distribution in a biomaterial is validated against experimental results. Re-
sults using the proposed fully coupled approach are discussed and analyzed. The
model is able to reflect the evolution of both temperature and moisture fields as well
as energy penetration as the moisture in t he porotis medium evaporates. Moisture
movement results from internal pressure gradients produced by the internal heating
and phase change. The model is validated by comparison to some published results
for simpler problems.
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Introduction
The microwave heating of food was first found in 1945 by Percy L. Spencer at the
Raytheon Manufacturing Laboratories in Walt ham. Massachussets. Ho accidentally
discovered that radar waves had melted a candy bar in his pocket. Experiments
showed that microwave heating could raise the internal temperature of many foods
far more rapidly than a conventional oven. The first Raytheon commercial microwave
oven was the 1161 Radarange, which was marketed in 1954. Rated at 1600 watts, it
was so large and expensive that it was practical only for restaurant and institutional
use. Over the years microwave heating phenomenon was understood better and
the microwave oven had become a necessity in the commercial market with many
possibilities. Nowadays, microwave heating is a common way of heating objects that
is used in domestic, industrial and biomedical applications.
The ability of the microwave energy to penetrate and, hence, heat from within the
product, helps reduce processing times, costs and in some cases of ceramic processing,
reduce the sintering temperature. Conventional heating methods conduct heat from
the surface of the product inward, while microwave heating acts as a volumetrically
distributed heat source as a result of dielectric losses. It t ransfers energy directly into
the product, providing fast heating throughout the entire product. The interaction
of microwaves with materials provides a basis for obtaining controlled and precise
heating. Energy saving is achieved due to the fact that microwaves are absorbed only
in dried product, whereas the surrounding air space remains cool. Other advantages
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over the conventional means of heating include energy efficiency, lack of combustion
products and a quick start-up period.
One problem which has arisen though, is the control of heat generated by the mi-
crowaves. which can easily cause thermal runaway' 5 ' and thus destruction of a ma-
terial. Thermal runaway occurs when the thermal absorptivity increases with tem-
perature. Safety hazards, such as overheating, stem from the lack of knowledge of
the simultaneous heat transfer, moisture transfer and other changes occurring during
microwave heating.
Microwave heating is most beneficial when used for materials that are not good
conductors of electricity and contain water. Nevertheless, other materials can still
be heated efficiently and quickly. It is an important industrial process for heating
water-based materials and removing moisture from porous materials such as drying
of textiles, wood, paper, photographic film and ceramics. Other uses include oil ex-
traction from tar sands, cross-linking polymers, vulcanization and casting. Drying
of a porous medium with internal heat generation has been investigated' 6 '. With
internal heat generation the mechanism of energy transfer is primarily internal heat
generation and the mass transfer is primarily through a total pressure gradient es-
tablished due to the rapid vapour generation inside the sample. Moreover when the
sample is initially very wet and the pressure inside the sample rises rapidly liquid
may be removed from the sample under the influence of a total pressure gradient.
The higher the initial moisture, the more influence this pressure gradient has on total
mass re moval' 6 '.
The use of microwaves to sinter or join ceramics' 7 ' is widely used in industry where
the efficient production of high quality materials is important. A lot of research
work involving the direct application of microwave heating effects in chemical syn-
thesis has been done' 8 '. Mathematical models for predicting thermal runaway' 5 ' and
hot spots formation' 9 ' in microwave heated ceramics have been developed. Subirats
et al.' 10 ' simulated microwave-sintering processes in large multi mode microwave
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1.1. Generation of microwave frequencies in microwave ovens
cavities. Shorter chemical reaction times under microwave heating were observed by
Breccia"". Medical applications of microwaves include thawing frozen tissue, warm-
ing blood, and tumor therapies' 12 '. Sullivan" 3 ' gave an example of the successful
application of microwaves in a hyperthermia treatment.
Perhaps the largest consumer of microwave power is the foods industry, where the
applications include: baking . blanching, cooking, dehydration, pasteurization, and
sterilization' l l) . Microwave heating has the potential to improve processes such as
vacuum and freeze drying (a widely used method for dehydration' 15 ', employed in
situations where it is important to keep dried materials at low temperatures' 16 '). An
example of microwave thawing applications is given in"''.
In the future more use of home microwave ovens is expected with more product and
package developments as well as industrial advancements for specific applications.
§1.1 Generation of microwave frequencies in microwave ovens
Microwaves are very short waves of electromagnetic energy that travel at the speed
of light (186,282 miles per second). Microwaves used in microwave ovens are in the
same family of frequencies as the signals used in radio and television broadcasting.
Their frequency range is between 300 and 30000 MHz which corresponds to 1 meter
to 1 millimeter in the wavelength (see Figure 1.1.1). Certain frequencies within this
range are set aside by the International Telecommunications Union for Industrial,
Scientific and Medical use. These so-called ISM bands are at 2450 MHz, 915 MHz,
and a few other frequencies according to the country. By far the most common in
Europe is 2450 MHz, which is the frequency at which most domestic microwave ovens
operate. Microwaves are generated in a magnetron, then they are guided through
a wave guide and delivered in a chamber (cavity). The heart of every microwave
oven is the high voltage system. Its purpose is to generate microwave energy. The
high-voltage components accomplish this by stepping up AC line voltage to high
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Ionizing
Non-loni7irg
Sound Wave
Region (Non-
electromagneCc)
Figure 1.1.1: Frequency Spect
voltage, which is then changed to an even higher DC' voltage. This DC' power is then
converted to the RF energy that cooks the food.
§1.1.1 Magnetron
The nucleus of the high-voltage system is the magnetron tube. The magnetron is a
diode-type electron tube which is used to produce the required microwave energy. It
is classed as a diode because it has no grid. A magnetic held imposed on the space
between the anode (plate) and the cathode serves as the grid. The basic internal
structure of a magnetron includes the anode, the filament/cathode, the antenna,
and the magnets (see Figure 1.1.2). The theory of magnetron operation is based on
the motion of electrons under the combined influence of electric and magnetic fields.
The process starts when the cathode filament at the centre is heated by a low-
voltage auxiliary electrical supply to reach its operating temperature. The increased
temperature increases the molecular activity within the cathode and electrons are
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WAVEGUIDE
OUTPUTANTENNACERAMIC•:
RING
MAGNETRON
HOUSING
TERMINALSWITHr i l ame;n t and
CATH0OELEADS R r CAPACITORS
Figure 1.1.2: Sectional view of a typical magnetron
being released. For the tube to operate, electrons must flow from the cathode to
the anode. There are two fundamental laws that govern their trajectory: 1. The
force exerted by an elect l ie field on an elect ron is proportional to the st rengtli of t he
field. Electrons tend to move from a point of negative potential toward a positive
potential. 2. The force exerted on an electron in a magnetic field is at right angles
to both the field itself, and to the path of the electron. The direction of the force is
such that the electron proceeds to the anode in a curve rather than a direct path.
As the electrons pass by the anode, positive charges are produced. The alternate
charging and discharging within the anode cavities produces an alternating current.
The frequency of the alternating current is determined by the number and size of
the cavities. Most magnetrons designed for domestic ovens operate at 2.45 GHz.
The oscillations in the cavities are self-sustaining and excess microwave energy is
extracted via a coupling loop, or antenna, transferring the microwave energy to the
waveguide1 in the form of a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave.
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' 1o L
H £
a
Figure 1.1.3: A cross section of a rectangular waveguide
§1.1.2 The Waveguide
Microwave energy cannot travel through a solid conductor, so the antenna radiates
the RF power into a waveguide. The waveguide is a hollow metal tube (Fig. 1.1.3)
that transports the microwave energy into the oven cavity. Metallic walls are nearly
perfect electrical conductors, with low transmission losses. Most microwave ovens
use a rectangular shaped waveguide, through which the waves of energy travel by
reflecting from side to side in a zigzag pattern. A cross section of a rectangular
waveguide with a material with permittivity e.and permeability /' is shown in Fig-
ure 1.1.3. The open end of the waveguide acts as a feed to the oven section of the
system. Standing-wave patterns emerge within both the cavity and the waveguide,
since energy not absorbed by the load is reflected bv the metallic cavity walls, super-
imposing on itself. A portion of the energy will also reenter the waveguide, where it
can damage the microwave generator it it returns too much energy.
§1.1.3 Microwave Applicators
An applicator is a general term for a device (i.e cavity) that transfers electromagnetic
energy from the waveguide to the processed material, rhey can come in different
sizes and shapes depending on the operating frequency and the properties, size and
shape of the processed material. The most common applicators include single and
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multi-mode cavities which are described in the subsequent sections.
§1.1.3.1 Multi-Mode Applicator
The simplest applicator is a rectangular metal (conductive) box that can accom-
modate the target load. When microwaves are launched into such a device via a
waveguide, the waves undergo multiple reflections from the walls. The reflected
waves interfere and, in so doing, establish a distribution of electrical field strengths
within the internal space (including the load), that correspond to many different sta-
ble modes of propagation. This is whv it is called a mult i-mode applicator. The most
common example of this device is a domestic microwave oven. I he field distribution
with a load contained in a multi-mode applicator depends not only on its dielectric-
loss, but also on its size and its location within the applicator. In this respect a
multi-mode device is best suited to a load that is very lossy and which occupies
a large volume (more than 50%) of the applicator. For low-medium loss materials
occupying less than about 20% of the volume of the applicator, the temperature rise
in the material, at best will be noil uniform and, at worst, will contain potentially
damaging hot spots 1 ' that correspond with high local fields. By incorporating a
mode stirrer (a rotating reflector) or continuously rotating the load on a turntable,
temperature uniformity can be improved, albeit to a limited extent, by effectively
smearing the electrical field distribution within the load. A major criticism of the
use of a multi-mode oven for scientific study is that since the spatial distribution
of field strength is unknown, the facility to generalize the results from a particular
investigation is compromised, making it very difficult to effect a reliable scale-up. It
is worth stressing that with all applicators, the important criterion is the electrical
field within the sample. While it is possible to map the field distribution within
an oven by moving, for example, a water load around it and recording the rate of
rise of temperature, the results of such an exercise apply only to water. Once the
target material is placed in the oven, the field distribution is changed completely.
It is possible to calculate the field distribution within a loaded multi-mode cavity
using Finite Difference Time Domain (FD-1 D) procedures and, once such codes are
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established and more generally available, the reservations over the use of such appli-
cators may disappear. Over the past few years, interest in multi-mode ovens for low
loss materials has increased as a result of the availability oi multi-frequency sources.
I hese allow a range of frequencies (typically, 2 GHz - (>GHz) to be swept continu-
ously so that the time averaged field pattern (and the resulting temperature rise in
a load) is relatively uniform. At present the main disadvantages of such devices are
that they are limited to relatively low power (100 \Y) and that they are expensive.
§1.1.3.2 Single Mode Applicator
By far the most efficient applicator is a single mode resonant cavity Within such
a cavity only one mode of propagation is permitted and hence the field pattern is
defined in space, and the target load can be positioned accordingly A single mode
cavity may be cylindrical or rectangular. The simplest (and physically smallest )
single mode cavity operates in the Transverse Magnetic mode (see Section 3.1), in
which the electrical field strength is constant along length and varies with radius
according to a combination of Bessel functions, such that the field is greatest at the
axis. The radii of t he cavity, load and die are determined by solving t Ik1 elect rie and
magnetic field equations within the cavity for tlu4 particular boundary conditions
and mode of propagation. The resonance condit ion so derived defines these radii in
terms of the dielectric constants of each of t he components. A rectangular single-
mode cavity consists of a lengt h of waveguide which houses a non-contact ing plunger
that determines the effective cavity length. The mode of operation of such a device
is, typically, TE io n (S(>(> Section 3.1) with the target load positioned in a region of
high field strength. The major limitation of this device is that tin' width of the load
must be less than half a wavelength, otherwise the periodicity of the device will be
reflected in a periodic heating pattern across the target. This can be overcome by
moving the plunger in a reciprocating fashion so that the time-average field seen by
the load is smeared.
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§1.2 Factors affecting microwave heating
111 many situations, the microwave Inviting process is observed to be tight.lv coupled
and nonlinear. Small changes in the dielectric properties of tin' material can induce
significant changes in the power distribution, and conversely, small changes in the
power distribution impact substantially upon the temperature distribution' 18 '. The
temperature and moisture distributions in a material during microwave heating are
influenced by the interaction and absorption of radiation by the medium and the
accompanying transport processes due to the dissipation of electrical energy into
heat" 1 . There are many factors that determine how the object will heat when sub-
jected to microwave radiation: the geometry of the cavity in which heating takes
place" 2 ', microwave feed system design" 9 ', the geometry and size of the object.'""'
and its electromagnetic and thermal parameters"' 20 '.
The two most common met hods used to improve the uniformity of heat ing are moving
the food and using mode stirrers' 21 '. Bv moving the food (as it is done by the
rotating the carousel in a domestic oven) all locations in the material can be made
to encounter both the nodes and antinodes of the standing microwave pattern. A
mode stirrer is generally a multi-blade rotating metallic reflector that continually
changes the direction at which the microwaves are introduced into the cavity. This
continuously perturbs t he field distribut ion, which changes t he locations of the nodes
and ant inodes and produce more uniform heating. The extent of uniformity provided
by either moving the load or using the stirrers has been too complex to model
mathemat ically.
The overall size of the food material influences its internal electrical field' 21 '. When
the microwaves are randomly reflected from the metallic walls of the oven, they
may be directed towards the food, but they may also reach another wall without
encountering the food. Thus, a fraction of the microwave energy entering the oven
is either dissipated by the' walls or goes back to the magnetron. I his causes the
total amount of energy dissipated in the load (or energy coupled with the load) to
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increase with load volumes. This changes the effective field intensity inside the food
material as its size changes. Regular shapes heat more uniformly in a microwave
oven. When the shape is irregular, the thin narrow parts tend to overcook and may
be dried out by the time the thicker parts are done. This of course happens in
conventional cooking but is less pronounced because cooking is slower. Where it is
possible to control the shape, much more uniform results are obtained. Where this is
not possible, thin parts may be covered with aluminum foil for a part of the cooking
cycle. The same technique can be applied in protecting the wing tips and legs of
roasting chickens and turkeys.
Packaging has direct effect on the electric field distribution and consequently 011
heating and moisture transport. Bows and Richardson' 22 ', have examined the effects
of food component layout and packaging materials (foil vs. plastic) 011 the microwave
reheating characteristics of a standard experimental multicompartment food load.
Edge over heating can be avoided to some extent bv using curved packaging and
the heating effect can be modified by including susceptors or shielding inside the
packaging. Susceptor materials are used to absorb microwave energy and provide
localized heating. Internal heating is best achieved by 915 MHz oven and surface
heating at 2450 MHz.
For microwave heating and drying, prediction of the heat and moisture transfer is
essential for equipment design, process optimization and product quality. On-line
measurement of temperature and moisture is difficult and time-consuming. The
generalized mathematical model for the electromagnetic field distribution is given by
Maxwell's equations' 121 . These tell us how the electric and magnetic fields behave in
space and time. The models for temperature and moisture distribution are respec-
tively governed by the Fourier Heat Transfer Equation and the Continuity Equation
(see Chapter 4).
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Figure 1.2.1: Dipole
§1.2.1 Microwave Material Interactions
When an oscillating electrical field is applied to a polar dielectric, the dipoles within
the material attempt to align themselves (polarize) with the field. The rate of change
of polarization represents a displacement current in the dielectric and the product of
this and the applied held gives the power generated as heat. Averaged over a cycle,
the power "lost" in the material (ie dissipated as heat) depends on the phase angle
between the applied field and the polarization. For most dielectrics tin1 lag depends
on the flexibility of the molecules that house the dipoles, and the randomization
effect of temperature.
The dielectric heating mechanism relies on the fact that the water molecule is a
dipole, i.e. has a positive and negative end. When a dipole is subjected to a mi-
crowave field with rapidly changing directions, the dipole tries to align itself with
the direction of the electric field. This is not accomplished instantaneously, but
requires some response time from the molecule to overcome the inertia and the in-
termolecular forces in the water. The electric field thus provides energy to the water
molecule and makes them align with the microwave field. The energy is then lost bv
the random thermal motion of water molecules. When the water molecule realigns
in the changing electric field, this energy is equivalent to the temperature increase.
Heating results from the movement of the electrically charged ions within the food
materials' 23 '. The heating of foods by microwaves is accomplished first by absorption
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of microwave energy by water molecules, and the release of this energy as heat; and
second by conductivity loses, due to ionic components of food materials. Thus, both
the water content and the dissolved ion content are the main factors in the microwave
heating of foods.
§1 .2 .1 .1 Die lec t r i c Proper t i e s
Dielectric properties of materials subjected to microwave heating play a key role
in designing proper microwave applications. They are: permittivity e, permeability
// and effective conductivity rr,ff- The permittivity measures the interaction of the
material with the high frequency electric field and is defined by the following equation
e = e ' - j e" (1.2.1)
where (' is the dielectric constant, c" the dielectric loss factor and j = \J—1. Alter-
natively, it can be expressed as
C= € 0 (€' r-j€': ff ) (1-2.2)
where e'r is the relative dielectric constant, e e jj is the effective relative loss factor
and e0 — x 1 0 vl F/m is the permittivity of vacuum. c'T is a measure of the
polarizability of a material in the electric field, and e e jj includes the loss factors
which are relevant to high frequency heating.
The definition for both e'r and e \ j can be derived using the constitutive equation for
electric field. The constitutive equation that connects the electric field intensity E.
the electric flux density D. and the electric polarization vector P is
D = f 0 E + P (1.2.3)
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I his expression can he rewritten as
D = 60e'rE (1.2.4)
where
e'_= 1 H—— = 1 + \ . (1.2.5)7*
"0E
\ is the electric susceptibility and is always greater than zero (for air is equal to zero).
The total current density for sinusoidal electric held variations can be expressed as
. 1 = ( Te f f E + jue 0e'rE (1.2.6)
Rearranging this equation yields:
J=ju-e 0 (f' r -J — )E (1.2.7)
Comparison of the previous two equations leads to an abridged form
.1 = ju!f[)(c¥j (1.2.8)
where
* / •^ e f f r • i r / i r i a \f r = f r - J = ( r ~ J e c (1.2.9)
L Jfo
is the effective dielectric constant of the medium, where conduction effects dominate.
Any other form of loss can be subsequently included as the imaginary part of the
complex dielectric constant. When all types of losses are included, the equation 1.2.7
becomes
J = j u eB[ K- j ( f "+ — )]E. (1.2.10)
cueo
We can define an effective loss factor e"j f by grouping together all different forms of
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losses
f e / / ( u ; ) ~ f " ( ^ ) " I — e a {u ) + + e "( W ) + f "(^) ~-f ( ) u J € Q U J
(1.2.11)
1 he subscripts a . r i . eand .s refer to atomic, dipolar, electronic and space charge
respectively. The last term in the equation accounts for the contribution due to
conduction losses. The loss factors are frequency dependent which often simplifies
the analysis because, in a given frequency band, one or two loss mechanisms dominate
over t he ot hers. Anot her way <>fdescribing dielect ric losses is t he loss tangent, defined
as the ratio of the effective loss factor to the dielectric constant
tan, i eff = hlL = ^! lL (1,2.12)
e r uJ€o£r
where
a e f f — J — <7S + (7 n (1.2.13)
is the electric conductivity of the material for a given angular frequency u>. A static
portion, o s , characterizes t lie free-electron conductive properties, and an alternating
portion. a fl , accounts for the rotation of dipoles as they try to align with the applied
field as its polarity alternates *12'.
Losses under the influence of the magnetic field can be described in a similar way to
losses in electric materials. However, most materials used in microwave processing
are magnetically transparent. The magnetic permeability in this work is assumed to
h a v et h e v a l u eo f t h e f r e es p a c e p e r m e a b i l i t y/ /( ) = A n x 10 ~7 H / m .
Both e'r and e "ej j are temperature, T ,dependent and a number of investigations have
been made in order to explain this behavior' 1, In most cases, their values will
increase as the material thaws after which, the values will decrease as the temperature
increases as shown in Figure 1.2.2.
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Figure 1.2.2: Dielectric properties for different materials as a function of
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Since most foodstuffs contain an appreciable amount of water, the variation of e
and e e jj with the moisture content plays an important, role in tIk1 design of the
microwave heating process. In a multiphase porous medium, if the temperature
dependencies of all phases are known, the dependencies on moisture can be obtained
from homogenization as described in Section 4.2.
§1.2.2 Energy penetration
A matlieinat ical derivation of power penetration dept h for lossy materials is available
in the literature' 5) . An electromagnetic wave impinging on a food surface will be
exponentially attenuated, through absorption of energy accompanied by heat devel-
opment, according to Lambert's law' 2 '". The electric strength E and power Pe can
be shown to satisfy the following expressions
E = E 0 e ~ ° x (1.2.14)
PE = P,:oe- (1.2.15)
where E q and refer to the conditions at the surface. The attenuation constant
o, (also known as the skin depth* 12)) is derived from the following expression' 1
d = A,
27r(2e'r)1/2
1 /2 -1/5
(1.2.16)
where A() is the wavelength in free space. The penetration depth, d, defined as the
distance from the surface where the power of the wave has decreased to 1/e of the
surface value, is equal to
d = - a ( m ) .
2 v / (1.2.17)
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For materials with relatively low dielectric loss, it inav be approximated by the
expression 11 "
<1= 9 ^ , • (1.2.18)
v <v <" ' ( \ f f
1he equation indicates that the penetration depth increases with decreasing fre-
quency. In general the penetration depth at frequencies bellow 100 MHz presents
little problems for penetration unless the loss factors are high' 26 '. At microwave fre-
quencies the penetration depth is smaller. II the size of the material to be treated is
many times larger than the penetration depth, then microwave heating may result
in non-uniform temperature distributions'".
I lie relative magiiitudes <>fpenetration depth and sample size determine the unifor-
mity of heating. If the penetration depth is much larger than the sample size there
will be little variation in the rate of heating between t he surface and the interior
of the sample and the resulting heating will be uniform' 2". When the penetration
depth is much less than the sample size, heating will occur near the surface only.
§1.3 Outline of Contents
The present work considers microwave heating of a simple porous material' 27,28) . Di-
electric properties are both temperature and moisture dependent. Maxwell's equa-
tions, which describe the electromagnetic distribution, are coupled to 3-D heat and
mass transfer equations (used in t he Finite Volume code PHOENics' 29 '). Maxwell's
equations are solved according to the Finite Difference Time domain technique. The
coupled algorithms allows a complete mathematical description of the microwave
heating phenomena wit hin a porous biomaterial located in a microwave oven.
Relevant work available in literature is reviewed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 covers
the electromagnetic distribution in materials. It also describes the Yee's FD-TD
discretisation of the Maxwell's equations. The chapter ends with the investigation
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of material properties, the si/A' and location of resonant behaviour in single and
mult i-m<)deeavities.
Chapter 1 introduces the heat and mass transfer in two-phase porous materials. It
proceeds with the description of the Finite Volume method which is used to solve
the equations involved. Finally, a simple 1-1) example of freeze-drying is presented
and investigates different aspects of the diving phenomenon.
The solution technique is given in Chapter 5. The algorithm that couples the elec-
tromagnetic solver with the heat and mass transfer solver is presented. It also gives
details on the mapping between the FD-TD and FV meshes as well as stability and
computational considerations.
Chapters 6 and 7 present 2-D and 3-D computational results, respectively. They
contain validation examples for the Yee's scheme on both structured uniform and
non-uniform meshes. Chapter (i also contains a validation of the author's coded
3-D FD-TD algorithm against other numerical results available in the literature.
Chapter 5 has a comparison between 2-D temperature distribution obtained using
the author's code and the results obtained using the commercial code PHOENICS.A
validation of a 3-D temperature distribution against experimental measurements is
given in Chapter 6. Fully coupled 2-D and 3-D results are shown and several heating
aspects are investigated.
The concluding Chapter 8 suggests further advances in these methods for the future.
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TWO
Literature Review
As shown in the previous section, the microwave process is a very complex one. Pre-
diction of heating and moisture patterns can only really be achieved numerically.
There is 110 realistic analytical solution. Any of the factors that influence the heat-
ing can easily be changed in a computer program so that the optimal configuration
can quickly be found before anything is built. Computer modelling and numerical
techniques provide an attractive, accurate, fast and effective means for calculating
power deposition patterns, temperature and moisture dist ributions during and after
microwave processing. Besides giving information on heating rates and patterns, nu-
merical modelling and computational techniques may provide valuable information
that may result in better control and optimization of the heating process. These
calculations can be made for a wide variety of heating techniques (single and multi
mode cavities and other types of devices) and more cost effectively for a wide va-
riety of heating patterns, sample geometries, and sample insulation combinations.
Computer modelling and computational techniques can also be used to calculate
temperature distribution and heating patterns in processed samples and may help
identify critical parameters in controlling heating processes. Iskander 50 gave a re-
view of computational techniques suitable for quantifying microwave interactions
wit h materials.
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§2.1 Electromagnetic modelling
One of the major problems associated with microwave heating and drying is the
spatial non-uniformity of the microwave heating strength, responsible for localized
hot or cold spots in the applicators^31^. To overcome or minimize these problems,
knowledge ot the microwave field structure and the power distribution inside the
applicator is essential. A considerable research effort has been concentrated 011 these
problems. Because of the complexity involved in the mathematical calculation of the
microwave field and power distribution inside applicators, most of the work in the
literature concerns experimental measurements, analytical solutions for some simple
geometry applicators or a microwave power distribution based 011 Lambert's law
(see Equations 1.2.14 and 1.2.15). The studies based 011 Lambert's law (21"52) have
assumed that the incident power at the surface of the loading material is uniform and
normal to the surface and attenuated exponentially in the direction of propagation.
The power absorbed per unit volume is valid for semi-infinite media and is usually
referred as the Lambert law limit'2 '1). It requires an estimate of the power transmitted
to the surface. This is obtained from calorimetric measurements or it is used as an
ad hoc parameter that matches experimental profiles with the model. Alternatively,
if the power transmitted to the surface is t he incident Hux then Lambert's law must
be modified to account for the decrease in power, due to reflection at the surface of
the sample.
Ayappa et al. (21) made a comparison between models of microwave heating based
011 a Lambert's law formulation and models in which the power is computed from
Maxwell's equations. Lambert's law is strictly used for semi-infinite samples. It
determines the conditions of the approximate applicability for finite slabs and was
compared with the microwave heating predicted from Maxwell's equations. They
found that the critical slab thickness L^^m) above which the Lambert's law limit
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is valid can he estimated from
L rr i l = 2.7<1 1 - 0.08. (2.1.1)
I his approach has been applied to the modelling of heat transfer of dielectrically
heated solid foods by Chen et al.(32 ' and Lin at al'33 '.
However, it is very difficult to calculate the field structure in a general microwave
heating applicator by these methods. For a general applicator where the load mav
have arbitrary geometries and the dielectric properties may vary with space, there
is usually no alternative other than to resort to a numerical method. In spite of the
advantages made in numerical methods concerning this problem, limited progress
has been made.
Time domain methods are based on the differential form of Maxwell's equations
in time domain. There are several numerical methods in use as time domain:
Transmission-Line Modelling method1 '1 '. Edge Elements'35 ', Met hod of Lines'25 ', Co-
Volume method'"*6' and Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method'*7 ' (FD-TD). They
are implemented in an iterative process following the time evolution, initiated via an
excitation vector'"**'.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) provides a powerful tool, being easily applica-
ble to structures with arbitrary geometries, non-linear behaviours (in time domain),
anisotropic and lossy materials. It involves sparse matrix inversion and very sim-
ple boundary conditions in closed structures. Important contributions on microwave
heating have been made using the FEM by Jia'"*9' who calculated the power distribu-
tion dissipated in the dielectric material in multimode rectangular cavity excited by
waveguides. The method was verified bv analyzing a simple loaded problem which
can be solved analytically. Important results on microwave power distribution in
multimode applicators using Finite-Element Time-Domain (FE-TD) analysis were
presented by Dibben'35, l() '. The FE-TD method can account for complex geome-
tries and the physical behaviour of media, but some adequate techniques are still
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needed to reduce computation time due to the matrices inversion needed at each
time step*'58 '.
I he Co-Volume method is a generalization of FD-TD to unstructured meshes. Its
accuracy has not been established but its mathematical structure is very similar to
edge elements and it is very likely to have similar (more likely worse) accuracy on
a given mesh. FD-TD gives a superior accuracy for the same number of degrees
of freedom when structured meshes are acceptable (see also' 11 '42 '). A number of
authors'"' U ' 44 ' have investigated the microwave power distribution in microwave en-
closures. Liu at al.' 2 ' developed a 3-D computer algorithm for calculating the power
distribution inside a lossy material in a rectangular cavity. The technique will be
explained in detail in Chapter 3.
In cases of microwave devices where a rigorous description of the electromagnetic
field propagation is important and the evolution during transience is not, frequency-
domain methods are an ideal tool for such analysis. The most popular are the Finite
Element Method '45 ' and the global integral equation techniques '38 ', namely Bound-
ary Element Method (B.E.M) and Volume Integral Method (V.I.M). The B.E.M' 46 '
considers linear behaviour while the V.I.M' 1 '' can account for nonlinearity. These
methods satisfy the radiation condition and do not need absorbing boundary condi-
tions for open boundary problems. However, they need a full matrix inversion.
For loads with low permittivity the frequency domain works very well. However as
the permittivity of the load increases the method can become very slow' 45 '. For this
type of problem the time domain method provides an alternative that allows a much
quicker solution and overcomes the problems of ill-conditioning^ 45 '. The time domain
is also advantageous when solutions within a range of different frequencies need to
be obtained with a single calculation' 40 '.
For dispersive materials a Frequency- Dependent Finite^ Difference Time Domain
((FD) 2TD ) formulation has been used' 48 '49 '. The method was applied to obtain
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a broad hand frequency information in 3-D biological applications' 13^. Microwave
heating of dispersive media was also analyzed by Kriegsmann 5^0^ using this method.
Even though all of the above mentioned algorithms provide a useful tool for un-
derstanding the microwave power distribution, their use for realistic simulations is
limited due to the fact that almost all of them assume constant dielectric properties.
§2.2 Heat and mass transfer during microwave heating
In the previous section computational techniques for modelling the power deposition
in materials using microwaves were described. Of ultimate interest, however, is the
calculation of the the temperature and moisture distribution in tho heated samples.
These calculations require knowledge of the microwave power deposition pattern in
the object and also the nature and distribution of the various heat exchange mech-
anisms that occur during heating. Microwave heating involves the transformation
of electromagnetic energy into heat (1) . Microwave heating involves both heat and
mass transfer. The relevant references are reviewed in this section. The numerical
treatment of the Heat Transfer Equation (HTE)' 51) will be described in Chapter 4.
Ohlsson and Bengston (14^ used the finite difference technique to study heat transfer
phenomena in a slab of salted ham and beef subjected to microwave heating. A
general agreement between simulated and measured temperature profiles was found
for temperatures approaching 100°C.
A FEM based model was used by Chen et al (52) . A non linear heat generation term
was linearized and incorporated into an axisymmetric finite element model for the
analysis of the temperature distribution within a microwaved material. The FEM was
also used to model the microwave thawing of pure water and O.lNaCl cylinders^ 17 '.
They also observed the non-uniformity of heating. The heating uniformity in a
microwave oven can be improved either by rotating the food or by mode stirring.
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1lie simulation of heat transfer into a canned corn starch dispersion subjected to
axial rotation was also studied^''*'.
Datta and Lite compared the temperature history of solids and liquids for mi-
crowave and conventional heating. They investigated the uniformity of heating in-
side the material and the product degradation. Advantages and disadvantages for
each method were outlined.
I he classical mass transfer equation is described by Pick's law'2,5 '. It assumes that
the driving force during moisture migration is the moisture gradient and constant
moisture diffusivity. I herefore, heat and mass transfer equations can be solved sepa-
rately i.e. Fourier's equation for heat transfer and Pick's equation for mass transfer.
I his method was first applied by Luikov' 55 '. These equations were simplified and
could be solved analytically.
However, because of the complexity of coupled heat and mass transfer equations, so-
lutions must generally be obtained by numerical techniques. Wang et al.' 56 ' described
a 1-D sublimation condensation model for freeze drying of unsaturated porous me-
dia. They assumed constant electromagnetic power and studied microwave freeze
drying process numerically for different operating conditions including electric field
strength, sample thickness and vacuum pressure.
A 2-D mathematical model for drying of porous material was developed by Lia.11et
al( )7 '. The moisture transfer is a combination of the liquid water and vapour water
transfer that takes place simultaneously. Heat transfer was based on the energy
conservation of the sensible heat, latent heat and source heat of microwave power.
The equations were coupled and solved using finite element method and were applied
to simulate the heat and mass transfer of a concentrated water soluble paste. The
electric field strength was assumed to be uniform around the surface of the loaded
material and decayed exponentially with increasing depth from the surface of the
material according to Lambert's law.
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A three dimensional FEM to predict temperature and moisture distributions during
microwave heating of a potato sample for both slab and cylindrical geometries is
available'"' • ,s) . Lambert 's law was again used to represent t he elect romagnetie power
absorbed by the food maicrial. Good agreement between measured and numerical
results tor the temperature and moisture content on the material's surface were
obtained.
A number of papers mainly dealing with moisture distribution in microwave heating
of foods were published by Xi and I)atta (;> " (>l) . A very detailed 1-1) dimensional
inulti phase porous media model''' predicting moisture transport during intensive
microwave heating of wet bio materials was proposed. They observed the internal
pressure gradients in low and high moisture materials. The pressure gradients arise1
from internal heating and vapouri/ation and significantly enhanced moisture trans-
port . Even moderate internal pressure gradients in low moisture materials are shown
to cause moisture to move towards the surface, leading to a soggy surface. A strong
internal pressure gradient in high moisture materials led to a fully saturated sur-
face and very high moisture loss by liquid outflow at the surface. They suggested
additional hot air heating of the surface to increase evaporation in those regions.
Lambert's law was used for microwave power estimation. The effect of food struc-
ture, initial moisture level, and different surface conditions on moisture distribution
and loss in microwave heating of foods were investigated by the same authors' 6 .
The approach was applied to simulate the moisture, oil and energy transport during
dee]) fat frying of fat materials' 61 '.
One of the most comprehensive drying models was proposed by Perre and Turner' 6,5 '.
The 3-1) algorithm was able to deal with the heat and mass transfer in porous
media. The most important physical phenomena treated in the formulation included
capillary and convective liquid flow, bound and gaseous diffusion and eonvective
gaseous migration, thermal conductivity and heat required for evaporation. The 3-D
heat and mass transfer equations as well as Dairy's law were solved using the control
volume method.
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§2.3 Coupled Algorithms
As it can be seen from the previous two sections, most of the published work has
considered either the detailed electromagnetic Held distribution in microwave ovens
with given effective conductivities ( e.g. ((,l) ) or detailed heat and mass transfer (usu-
ally diffusion driven but sometimes pressure driven) in biomaterials with assumed
electromagnetic field distributions (e.g.(5iS,t, '>)). This results in a linear problem, de-
coupling the wave propagation from the accompanying heat and mass transfers and
allowing each phenomenon to be analyzed independently. However electric permit-
tivities and effective conductivities are highly sensitive to moisture concentration so
that moisture transport has a direct effect on the microwave power distribution and
a fully coupled approach is essential to further progress.
A coupled electromagnetic and thermal analysis can account for the interdependence
in time of constitutive parameters and solution. The degree of coupling between the
two phenomena depends on the nature of the materials being processed. In most
cases electromagnetic time constant is much shorter compared to the thermal one,
and hence the coupling is weak and the solutions of the respective phenomena can
be achieved in a sequential manner; the solution results of one phenomenon become
the input of the second (Razek ( W ').
As it was described in the previous section, dielectric properties of most bio-materials
vary with temperature (Ayappa et al. ((,(,) ). Transient temperature profiles in mul-
tilayer slabs were predicted, by simultaneously solving Maxwell's equations with a
Galerkin Finite element method. The method was illustrated with applications in-
volving the heating of food and polymers with microwaves. Dielectric properties are
function of temperature.
Torres at al.(67^ proposed a 3-D algorithm that couples electromagnetic computation
(based on the ((F D) 2TD) method) with the heat transfer via temperature dependent
dielectric properties ( a very simple explicit finite difference scheme was used for the
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111 1',with no cooling effects assumed). A t iino scaling tactor was in) rodneed to make
up lor different time steps of both algorithms. The results were partially validated
against experimental data and satisfactory agreement was shown, l ite model was
able to predict the locations of hot spots within the material.
Experimental comparison for microwave thermal model was carried out by Ma et
al' . I hey used a FD-TD met hod to solve hot h Maxwell s eqnat ions and an explicit
FV scheme for the 11I E. The results were obtained for a phantom gel contained in
a container and were validated against experimental measurements. The numerical
results proved useful for predicting the locations ol hot spots. However, for better
agreement mass transfer has to be incorporated into the model.
Lin at al.* ' coupled Maxwell's electromagnetic equations to the heat transfer equa-
tions and solved them numerically in order to simulate the microwave heating of a
polymer material inside a ridge waveguide1, t he electromagnetic fields and power
distribution in the polymer material within the waveguide are predicted by means
of the FD-TD technique. The ED-I I) scheme was modified for the field component,
adjacent to the curved surface of the ridge waveguide by applying the contour path
technique. Implicit finite difference scheme was used to discret ize t lie heat equat ion.
The numerical results obtained were in go<>dagreement with experimental results up
to the temperature of 150"C\ Propert ies were1 assumed to be t.emperat lire1 dependent.
Zhao*18) proposed a 3-D mathematical model for microwave heating, together with
an algorithm for coupling electromagnetic and t hermal computational codes. I lie
method was applied to microwave heating of wood and was able to predict, the
temperature inside the material accurately The model couples a Finite Volume I ime
Domain Algorithm (FV-TD) for resolving Maxwell's equation on arbitrarily shaped
domains, together with an algorit hm for determining t he t hernial (list ribution wit liin
the wood sample based on an unstructured mesh finite volume method .
In all the above reviewed works, the transfer of mass is assumed to be unimpor-
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taut. However, if significant drying occurs during heating, mass transfer must be
accounted for. Excellent research into drying of wood was carried out by Perre'^.
I he model couples a two-dimensional set of equations to describe the drying pro-
cess (control volume technique' 01 ^) with a complete three-dimensional solution of
Maxwells equations within a rectangular waveguide in the time domain(FD-TD).
Dielectric properties were assumed to vary with both moisture content and the div-
ing process. Match between experimental and theoretical results was reasonable.
I he model captures the overall drying behavior reasonably well, and was able to
predict the occurrence of hot spots and thermal runaway within the material. How-
ever, there is a need for fully coupled 3-D model, since the impact of 2-1) heat and
mass transfer model with 3-D electromagnetic model is unclear.
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CHAPTER
T HREE
Electromagnetic fields in microwave enclosures
The intensity of the electromagnetic field and its distribution are key factors that
determine microwave absorption. They are influenced bv material properties, size,
cavity dimensions and shape operating conditions. In order to examine the influence
of any of those factors, it is essential to understand tin1 basic laws governing electro-
magnetic wave propagation, i.e Maxwell'sequations. Application of the theoretical
concepts contained in these relations are critical to good design and operation of
practical microwave processing systems.
In this section the general form of Maxwell's equations given. They are described
along with the accompanying boundary conditions. They are solved in the time
domain using an algorithm, first proposed by Yee (,{,) . The algorithm is based on
the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FD-TD) method' 2 '43 -44 ) and is easily adapted
for one-, two- and three-dimensional problems. The mathematical model which is
presented in this section considers the field distribution in the input section of the
waveguide and in the entire cavity.
The resonant behaviour in single and multimode cavities (69) illustrates the imple-
mentation of the explicit finite difference scheme. Simulations show the influence of
working frequency, sample size and dielectric properties.
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§3.1 Maxwell's equations
The distribution of electromagnetic field in space and time is governed by Maxwell's
equations' 3 '1 . I liev describe the interaction between electric charges, at rest and in
motion; the consequences of these are electric currents, electric and magnetic fields.
The differential form of Maxwell's equations can be expressed in terms of the electric-
field intensity E. electric flux density D. magnetic field intensity H. magnetic flux
density B, and conduction electric current density J
( J B
7F
•V x E (3.1.1)
O D
~L)t~ V X H - .J (3.1.2)
V • D = p (3.1.3)
V • B = 0. (3.1.4)
To these differential equations are added the constitutive relations
D = e E (3.1.5)
B = //H (3.1.6)
J = UeffE (3.1.7)
Assuming that the material parameters //., e and a eff are independent of time, in
rectangular coordinate systems (x, y,2), the curl equations can be expressed as a set
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of six coupled scalar partial differential equations
OH , 1 0EU d E -
O i / / O z O y
OH , . 1 t ) E ~ 0 E r
— — ^ — ^
O t 1 1 O x O z
O i l - 1 0 E r d E y
(3.1.8)
(3.1.9)
O t / / O y OX :3.i. io)
OE , 1 OHz OH1 /
O t f o f ' . O i / O z n , f f E x ) (3.1.11)
0EV 1 OH, OIL
< : U 1 2 )
0 E ~ 1 O H , . O Hc
=-(-T* ~-*r - aeffE z ). (3.1.13)O t O. i O y
Assuming a plane-polarized radiation source, Maxwell's equations decouple into one
of two polarization states: Transversa Electric mode (TE)
E = (0,0, E z ) , H = ( Hx , Hy ,0) (3.1.14)
and Transverse Magnetic mode ( T M )
E = ( E x , E v ,0), H = (().(). H z ) (3.1.15)
where
E = E(;r, y ,z ,t ) , H = U ( x . y .z ,t ) . (3.1.16)
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For two-dimensional problems, assumed uniform and infinite in tlie /-direction, the
TE equations reduce to:
O E . 1 0 HU O H ,
O t 6 of r O x OIJ
0 H r i 0 E ~
O t 1 1O y
O H y 1 O E
Ot 11 O.r
and the TM equations are expressed as
0 H ~ 1 OE j . 0 E t
Ot 11 Oy O.r
O E j . 1 O i l .
Ot e0e'r Oy
(3.1.18)
(3.1.19)
(3.1.20)
(3.1.21)
+ VefjEy) (3.1.22)
O t C Q fr O x
The TM equations contain only the electric field in the x , y - plane along with the
induced magnetic field and the TE equations contain only the magnetic field in
the x, //-plane along with the induced electric field. In this and following chapters
only TE polarization is considered, although TM polarization could just as easily be
simulated.
§3.2 Yee's discretisation scheme
The fastest and most popular method for solving the Maxwells equations is the
FD-TD method. The method as used in electromagnetics was firstly described
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i^y+0.5,k+1)
• Iwi+-0.5,r1-05,k+IV '! A :
0.5^k+1j 0.5,t4"l,k+O-*
1j^k+UJ>^'
A
KjV1,40_',k+0J
ii ii
M>0-^kK0.5)!
lj+Q5,k)
i
t •±4i.i.k+0*•)
ljf I,k+0J5)
ta(l,J+lk+0.5)
D5,k+0_5'
[fuJO.
f
05*r»
ii
iii hj>0\tt l,k+0
e<ij+().5,k)
0 5,k)
ftJft-U5j+l,k)
e/ !+•l,r*"5,k)
Figure 3.2.1: Yee's scheme nodal description
l>v Yee("57'. The Yee's scheme proceeds by segmenting the volume into a three-
dimensional mesh composed of a number of finite volumes, as shown in Fig. 3.2.1.
It makes use of finite difference approximations to electric and magnetic fields com-
ponents, that are staggered both in time and space. E and H field components
are positioned at half-step intervals around unit volumes and they are evaluated at
alternate half-time steps, effectively giving centered difference expressions for both
time and space derivatives.
Following Yee's notation, we denote a space point in a cubic lattice as
(/, /, A-)= ( i A x , j A y , k A z ) (3.2.1)
and any function of time and space evaluated at each point as
Fn( i . , j ,/ . ' )= F ( iA x , j A y , k A z , nA t ) (3.2.2)
where Ax, A y , A:: are the space increments (in the case where they are the same
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<)will he used). A/ is the time increment. and i . j . k and n are integers. Yee used
centered finite-difference expressions for the space and time derivatives that are both
simply programmed and second order accurate in 6 and in A/. respectively:
k ) F " { i+ ± j . k ) - F n ( i - ± j . k )
(j.r 6 + ()(A.r) (3.2.3)
O F " ( i , j . k ) F " + 2 ( i . j . k )- F " - 2 ( i . j . k ) s ,
—- = — — — — -+0(Ar) (3.2.4)( ) f A/
To achieve the accuracy of Equation 3.2.3. and to realize all of the space derivatives
of Equation 3.1.13. Yee positioned components of E and H about a unit cell of
the lattice as shown in Figure 3.2.1. To achieve the accuracy of Equation 3.2.4. he
evaluated E and H at alternate half time steps.
Many electromagnetic interaction problems involve nonperineable media and can be
approached using a fixed time step and space increment. For such problems, the
quantitv A t//j(i.j. k)S is constant for all (i. j. k) of t he lattice, and the Yee's system
of equations can be simplified to reduce computer time in the following manner. The
following constants can be defined:
« = ^ , ( 3 .2 . 5 )
2f 0
R ,
(A ty (3.2.6)
I h
A /
Li0S
(3.2.7)
C a ( i J , k )
^ >',•('J.k)
(3.2.8)
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(3.2.9)
E = R h E. (3.2.10)
Using the definitions of Equations 3.2.5 -3.2.9 and 3.2.10. we reformulate Yee's fhiite-
difference a])proxiniation to equations 3.1.8 - 3.1.13 as
Tjn +k , . 1 . 1 , n-i . . 1 1( * •J + -. A-+ -) = H . r ( / . . y+ - . A-+ - )
+ ( ' • J + A'+ 1) — E y ( i , j + k ) (3.2.11)
E ?( iJ + 1- k + b + E Z O .j .k+ h
T T 7 l ~ ^ 9 / •//y "(/ + = I ! 7 1 — x (' + ~ •J- A'+ -)
+ E " ( / + 1• j . A'+ -) —E " ( i , j , A-+ -)
— J E1"( / ' + - , j . A '+ 1 ) + E " ( i + j . k )
(3.2.12)
r rn +o /• 1 1 / \Hz A-) // (/+i y+ i.AO
+ £-,';(<+ i./ + l. A)- £",'(/ + ij. A) (3.2.13)
i
1
^ y (' + 1 <j + ^ ^ ) + E y ( I • J + - , A')
(''A' + h k)E™(i+ -,j, A-)
1 . , . r . T n +I . 1 . 1
+ G>(' + ^-J- A')[//c 2 { i+ j + A-) // n+£
(3.2.14)
j - A-)
9 9
+ H y 2 (' + — // " +5
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E y + l ( i - J + l k )
— C( , ( i ,j ,k + - ) E " { > .j .k+ —) (3.2.16)
+ C b ( i ,j .k + — ) [ HU ~2( / + - , j .k + - ) —Hy 2 ( i — j .k + - )
r h/ . 1 i ^ rr'i-t-l / . 1 . ^\ l
+ H x " { ' •J — o' 9 ^ 2 2
This refoniiulation eliminates three multiplications needed bv Yee to compute
Hy, and // ; . Further, it eliminates the need for computer storage of separate e'r and
(Trff arrays. Changes in f'r and a(,jj involve only the recalculation of Ca(i. k) and
Ch { i , j .k ) .
With the system of Equations 3.2.11-3.2.16, the value of a Held component at any
lattice point depends only on its previous value and the previous value of the com-
ponents of the other field vector at adjacent, points. Therefore, at any given time
step, the computation of a field vector may proceed either one point at a time, or,
with a parallel processing computer, at many points at a time.
This scheme is second order accurate in both time and space on uniform and 11011
uniform meshes' 70 ', and can be locally refined' 11 ' without significant loss of accuracy.
The use of (semi) structured meshes ensures optimally fast computations for the
most time consuming component of the overall calculations and is sufficient for our
geometric modelling requirements.
Over the years it has been used and improved by many authors' 2 'u '44 '. It. has been
used frequently for a wide range of applications, from the analysis of microstrip
antennas' 71 ' and scattering from guided missiles' 44 ' to hyperthermia in medicine' ',
sintering of ceramics' 10 ''50 ' and other heating applications' 4 '. Sundberg at al.'7'*'
= Ca{ i .j + ^ , k ) E " ( i .j + i A) (3.2.15
+ Cb ( i . j + i A + ' . A+ i )- + \ , k - \ )
+ - \ . j + I k ) - + \ . J + i *'))
A + - )
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showed some aspects of the vise of the FD-TD method for analysis of industrial
microwave tunnel ovens.
Domestic microwaves are primarily rectangular enclosures so structured meshes can
provide an adequate approximation to the microwave cavity geometry* In this
application the computational domain is physically enclosed by the conducting walls
of the cavity. Hence, most of the computational difficulties and the inaccuracies
encountered due to utilization of the artificial absorbing boundary conditions are
eliminated and replaced by "solid", well defined boundary conditions of perfectly
conducting walls 1 '"'. FD-TD approach is particularly effective in the calculation of
large three dimensional structures because, for a given cell size, computation and
storage requirements increase only linearly with the number of cells'' 4 '. The FD-TD
method involves the development of the steady state solution of the field quantities
by tinie-integrati<m.
§3.3 Incident wave
The formulation of the FD-TD lattice involves the division of the computational
space into two distinct regions, connected by a transverse waveguide plane, input
plane, as shown in Figure 3.3.1. In two dimensions, the surface has four faces; in
three dimensions, the surface has six faces. Region 2 of the FD-T I) lattice is denoted
as the total-field region. Here, it is assumed that all computed field quantities are
comprised of the sum of the incident and reflected components
E tot = E iUC + E sr „, (3.3.1)
H lot = H wc + H sca ,. (3.3.2)
The interaction structure is embedded within this region.
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Figure 3.3.1: Schematic diagram of microwave cavity, waveguide, radiation source
and absorbing plane
Region 1 of the FD-TD lattice is denoted as the scattered-field region. Here it is
assumed that all computed field quantities are comprised only of a scattered wave
component and is absorbed in the terminal plane.
The input plane is located far enough from any discontinuity to make sure that in
the steady state only the lowest mode (TEm) is present. In the input plane, the
FD-TD scheme is corrected for the incident-field components. For a 7"Z:ioincident
field, the new equations at the input plane location c = A'0 are
( ' • J + 9 ' Hx 2 ( i , j + - . A ' o—- )
+ E "y ( i , j + i,A'o) j + I *0-1 )
+ E ' ! ( / . / .A ' o— 1 ) —E " ( i . j + 1 . A ' o— — )
(3.3.3)
y,inc(' •J + 9" M
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Ey + — C a ( i , j + k ' o ) E y ( i .j + A'o) + Cb( i . j + -• A'o)
x [//.r 2 A'o+ —)
— //., "(/../ + - .Ay ——) (3.3.4)
— //; " (/ + ./ + --/i'H)]
. 1+ 7^ A:0) H x l l { c ( i , j+ - , A ' 0 — - ) .
u,i»c('•J + ^5A'o).and H r i u 2 c ( i , j+ ^.c () —|) aie the transverse1 components of the
incident wave. The equations for other fields remain unchanged. Through the defini-
tion of the incident wave components given by Equations 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, the FD-TD
scheme is systematically applied in both regions, either to the total-field or to the
scattered-field quant it ies.
§3.4 Absorbing boundary condition
The scattered wave component, is absorbed bv a terminal plane. The absorbing
boundary condition expresses the fact that the EM field on the terminal plane com-
prises a wave propagating in the direction of decreasing 2 coordinate with the phase
velocity of the TE W mode.
In steady state the scattered wave in Region 2 may be expressed as '
E y = E y o c o s(u j t+ f 3 z ) s i n (3.4.1)
where E y 0 is the amplitude of the scattered wave, ( 3 is the propagation constant of
the TE W mode and <iis the broad-wall waveguide dimension.
The first order (Mur) boundary conditions' 43^ are used to absorb the reflected TE 10
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wave:
< )
d z
1 0
I'cbOt
) EX (3.1.2)
( ) 1 ( )
d z IU O f)£y| 2=„ = 0. (3.1.3)
where = is the phase velocity of the T E m mode.v/'(I'0
Equations 3.4.2 ami 3.1.3 an1 discret.ised using centered differences and linear in-
terpolation in time and space. 1 he finite-difference expressions for tlie absorbing
boundary condit ion an1
Erl ( i + - . j A ) ) = E 'J ( i+ 1 )+ ( —
2 ' 2 r 0
r, ,A/ - <)
?
"
+1 (' + Ty-.l-0 - E"(i + Ty-J-
A t + f1)
1
) (3,1.1)
•>+ i )+CX+*) ( 3 ' 4 ' 5 )
t E r 1 ^ + n + \ ,")].
Due to this aj)j)roxiination, there is a second order local truncation error in the
Equations 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. These equations relate to the tangential electric field
components at the terminal plane to the field components located at a distance
<) from it. They are only valid for the considered mode1 ( rrE\ {) ) and are readily
implemented in the FD-TD scheme.
§3.5 Boundary Conditions on the walls and at dielectric interfaces
When an electromagnetic wave propagates in an microwave enclosure, the boundary
conditions on the walls have to be met. Metallic walls are near-ideal reflectors of
aue 40 ^ \
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microwave radiation and are often considered perfect electrical conductors. Boundary
conditions for the electric and magnetic field components on a perfect conductive wall
E x 11= 0 (3.5.1)
H • n = 0 (3.5.2)
where n represent the unit normal vector to the interface.
W hen material interfaces are present, boundary conditions must l>eimposed to ac-
count for discontinuities of charge and current densities. Provided both media have
finite conductivity and there are no impressed sources at the interface, the tangential
electric and magnetic fields along the interface are continuous, i.e..
n x ( E 2 — E j ) = 0 (3.5.3)
n y r .,E, f'rlE, 0 (3.5.4)
n x (H H, 0 (3.5.5)
n - (//jH 2 —//1H !) = (). (3.5.6)
For E y situated at the boundary plane in Figure 3.5.1 between media 1 and 2, the
equations are:
, O E ! _ d H \ d H l
W r l - Q f + <7e//,£„ - - g T - (3.5..
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1
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0
'igure 3.5.1: Field components at a boundary between two dielectrics
O E ahi on-
e0 er2~( ) t d x (3.5.8)
Since tI k1 tangential electric component E y is continuous across the interface, it is
possible to add the equations 3.5.7 and 3.5.8
f o (f r l +e ' r 2 )\ &Ey + f f 1+ ( T e f f lj g _( ) Hr O H:
0: O x
(3.5.9)
This is valid only if 1 I \ = H2C and //! = H : i.e //i = //•„>in equations 3.5.5 - 3.5.G.
Consequently, the equations 3.2.8 and 3.2.9 have to be modified in t1ki following form
Ca ( l .J . k )
nt Je f f l ( >J < k ) + '7r f f 2 ( l J - k )
^(i .M)+e'r2(i,j,A-)
n( Je f f \ ( i j > k ) + <T e f f 2 ( i j i k ) (3.5.10)
C b { iJ , k )= Rn (3.5.11)
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Z
Figure 3.G.1: A rectangular waveguidt
Equations for tlie remaining two electric fieldcomponents, E x and E ~ .can he derived
i n a similar way. Values for e'r and a, . jj are specified at cell centres as e'r(i. j .k) and
ae ff{i, j .k). Continuity across the interface of the tangential Held is implemented
automat ically.
It is well known that in processing materials in cavity type-ovens, the number of
modes and hence the field distribution in the heating zone, changes with and without
the sample present in the cavity. The FD-TD scheme may be used to calculate
the number of modes with and without the sample, the field distribution in each
case, and may even provide some guidelines to the optimum size of the sample
that may be heated uniformly and in the shortest period of time( {()). I he FD-TD
solution procedure has t he unique advantage of dealing accurately and routinely with
dielectric interfacesand inhomogeneities in the properties ol t he microwave processed
samples.
§3.6 Results for electromagnetic field distribution in a single-mode cav-
ity
A rectangular waveguide aliown in Figure 3.6.1 with dimensions a and b (assume
a > b ) a n d t h e p a r a m e t e r s e a n d / / i s c o n s i d e r e d .I f t h e w a v e p r o p a g a t e si n t h e + z
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direction, the electric field intensities in the frequency domain can be expressed as
(12).
, 6U ,E x = Am n— c o n { ( 3x x ) s i - n ( i 3yy)e3'zZ (3.6.1)
, 3X _ jE y = -An m— s i 7 i ( f 3xx ) c o s ( 8y y ) eJ z Z (3.6.2)
E t = 0 (3.6.3)
where /3X and 3y represent tin1 mode wave numbers or eigenvaluesin the x and y
directions, respectively
rnn mr/3X = . . (3.6.4)A ' B
L3Z is the phase constant and can be expressed as (<)!!)
I3z = 2ny/tjiy/f*-(f c )l n (3.6.5)
where (/c),„„ is the cutoff frequency given by(12 '
j i n n n tt x„( f c ) m n= ~r—\n ) ' (3.G.6)Z i r . / e iL V R; t )
This wave is called T E z m mode where i n denotes the number of half cycle variations
of the field in the .r - direction and n denotes the number of half cycle variations of
the field in the y - direction.
The propagation can occur only when the operating frequency, /, is greater than
(fc)mn•If the operating frequency is smaller than (/,),„„. the fields are attenuated
and the waveguideserves as a filter. When the operating frequencyequals (fc)mn i-*1
f ' jz = 0, the standing wave pattern represents the resonant condition.
To assess the variation of the electric field in a typical microwavecavity, a simple two
dimensional single mode cavity operating in the TE105 mode is examined. Microwave
radiation enters the cavity along a single input plane at the right side of the cavity
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D1 e1e c tn c Ex c11ati o n
Figure 3.6.2: A 2-D dielectric loaded waveguide
The source is sinusoidally distributed in space and time with a peak amplitude of
100 k\ ni"1 . The input operates at 2.45 CI11z and is positioned one-fifthof the guide
wavelength from the right wall. The waveguideconsists of perfectly conducting walls
and its size is set to be
A\/29 Av/29 , „
- x 2 i . e . ( 16.485c m x 32.97c/??). (3.6.7)
4 4
Mesh dimensions 30 x 60 arc used to discretise the region, with mesh size
A schematic of the waveguidethat includes a dielectricslab placed inside is shown in
Fig.3.(j.2.Figure 3.6.3 illustrates the root-mean-square value of the electric intensity
\E max \ in an empty cavity. The five high peak values indicate that forward and
backward waves are in phase.
A dielectric slab of thickness 3.297cm and 6 = 2- j0.5 is now placed between
13.188cm and 19.7892cm with respect to the right end of the cavity to coincides
with one of the peaks of the electric field (see Figure 3.6.2) . Due to absorbing effect
of the dielectric the peak sizes are now unequal and the modal pattern has changed
significantly There are six peaks now, as shown in Figure 3.6.4.
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Figure 3 .6 .3 : E lec t r i c f i e ld d i s t r ibu t ion for an un loaded cav i ty - TE 10 ,5mode
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Figure 3 .6 .4 : E lec t r i c f i e ld d i s t r ibu t ion for a loaded cav i ty - TE 105mode
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§3.7 Results for electromagnetic field distribution in a multi-mode cavity
It the trout and hack end of the waveguide are closed and the walls are perfect
conductors, the waves will bounce off the cavity walls. The field distribution in such
a cavity will be determined in a similar way as for waveguides,with an additional
boundary condition imposed on t he frontend' ,5 ' . The cutoff frequencyfor the TE~ u
mode in a cavity is given as
1 / ,IN , /> , TT~( f r ) m n p~ 0 \ ( ) + (7)" + (_ )~ (3.7.1)2 ^ / i f V n I ) c
where c is t he cavitydimension in t he c direction. If t he operat ing frequencyis equal
to the cutoff frequency then resonance conditions occur.
T E \ 01 i s t he mode wi th the lowes t o rde r whenc > a > b and its resonant frequency
'101
is
(./ r ) 101 — — -— \ { -) 2 + {-) 2 (3.7.2)
> / J i 7V < 1 c
When the cavity is loaded with a dielectric material, the resonant patterns will
be significantly distorted. It will depend on the size, location and properties of
the dielectric material. The followingexample investigates the impact of dielectric
material placed inside the 2-D cavity 011 the electric field distribution. Figure 3.7.1
shows a schematic of the waveguideand cavity and includesa square specimen placed
at the cavity centre. The cavity size is set to
9
a = -v2A i - e (43.29c m x 43.29c m ) (3.7.3)
thus operating in the TE 505 mode. The walls of the cavity and waveguide are mod-
elled as perfect electrical conductors. The computational domain is divided into
50 x 50 cells in the cavity and 10 x 10 cells in the waveguide. The mesh size is
(3.7.4)
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Figure 3.7.1: A microwave enclosure excited in TE^or,inodt
and time step is
where Crnax = (f//)~1//2 is the local electromagnetic wave speed. Hie excitation
source is modelledas time harmonic and root-mean-square value l-fi1, , , , , . ,! i s computed.
Figure 3.7.2 shows the resultingsquare modal patterns corresponding to the 2.45 GHz
resonant frequency after 10000 time steps. In this case the cavity is highly resonant
and supports nearly perfect standing waves. It the frequency changes, the resonant
behaviour will disappear as shown in Figure 3.7.3.
The total averaged power absorbed per unit depth can be calculated over each cell
in the material sample, i.e.
Qtotal—^ ^ f fIEmax| AxAi/. (3.7.6)
i J
In order to illustrate the effect of the change in dielectric properties, a parametric
study was performed with an 8.658 cm x 8.658cm load placed at the centre of the
enclosure.
Dielectric load
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f'r \ a rff 0.01 0.0(1 0.1 0.4 0.7 1.0
2.0 0.778 0.720 0.064 0.440 0.519 0.663
4.0 1.000 0.727 0.709 0.492 0.489 0.579
8.0 0.418 0.651 0.583 0.469 0.438 0.461
14.0 0.191 0.280 0.285 0.255 0.269 0.278
Table 3.1: Dimeiisioiilesspower absorption in an 8.658cm x 8.658cm sample
Table 3.1 shows the total electromagnetic power absorbed by this load tor a range ot
dielectric properties values. The power is normalized with respect to the maximum
value obtained during the simulations. The power absorbed by the sample with
f'r = 2.0 and e'r —4.0 exhibits a decrease with the increase of electrical conductivity.
This indicates that the resonance in these cases takes place at low a e jf (see Figure
3.7.4). The resonance seems to disappear around n r jj —0.1 S/m. but the increase
in absorption is detectcd near t he maximum value of cr ( ff- For e'r —8.0 the resonance
occurs at low a e fj but it is not as strong as in the pervious cases (see Figure 3.7.5).
T h e p o w e r a b s o r b e dw h e nf 'r = 14 . 0 i n d i c a t e sr e s o n a n c ea r o u n da v f j = 0 . 1 S / m .
Table 3.7 presents the dimensionless power distribution for different load sizes with
different dielectric permittivities and fixed electric conductivity —0.2 S/m. It
can be noticed t hat t he powersteadily increaseuntil t he critical dimensionis reached,
which in this ease 31.05 x 31.05. Electromagnetic waves cannot propagate when the
distance between the sides of the load and tlie cavity walls is smaller than a half
wavelength A()/2 = 6.122cm.
Sample dimensions (cm)\f' r 2.0 6.0 10.0
24.24 x 24.24 0.282 0.273 0.186
25.97 x 25.97 0.386 0.443 0.339
27.71 x 27.71 0.557 0.626 0.508
31.05 x 31.05 1.000 0.760 0.503
34.63 x 34.63 0.357 0.194 0.095
38.10 x 38.10 0.237 0.174 0.090
Table 3.2: Diniensionlesspower absorption sample
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cavity
Similar analysis can he performed for other higher modes. Clemens et al.lti!l) investi-
gated resonant behaviour using TE303 mode. Figures 3.7.6 and 3.7.7 show excellent
agreement with their results.
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3.7. Results for electromagnetic field distribution in a multi-mode
cavity
Figure 3.7.2: Electric field (V/111)distribution in an unloaded cavity at 2.45GHz -
TE 505 mode
Figure 3.7.3: Electric field (V/in) distribution in an unloaded cavity at 2.205GHz -
TE$05 mode
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cavity
Figure 3.7.4: Electric field (V/m) distribution in a loaded cavity with sample prop-
erties e'r = 4.0 and aejf —0.01(S/m) at 2.45 GHz - TEr,05 mode
3000
2500
1500
1000
Figure 3.7.5: Electric field (V/111)distribution 111 a loaded cavity with sample prop-
erties t 'r = 8.0 and <Jeff = 0.06(S/m) at 2.45GHz - TE$05 mode
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Figure 3.7.0: Fleetric
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CHAPTER
F O UR
Heat and Mass Transfer During Microwave
Heating
The full two-phase flow in porous media is solved from the fluid and heat transfer
equations, together with Dairy's law and change of phase.
When the laws governing the physical phenomena of fluid flow and heat transfer
have been expressed in mathematical form, they are usually in terms of partial
differentialequations. It will be shown in this chapter that all these equations can be
generalized into a single generaldifferentialequation, which expresses the transport
of any conserved variable in a flowfield.
In order to understand the unique character of the microwaveheating phenomenon,
an understanding of how electromagnetic field propagates and is absorbed by mate-
rials in needed. Hence, the mathematical model coupling the electromagnetic power
deposition in materials, or heat generation, with the transport of heat due to con-
duction, convection, and radiation will be discussed.
This chapter first introduces the general equations that describe heat and mass trans-
fer in two phase wet materials. It proceeds with the outline of the Finite Volume
techniques employed in the discretisationof a conservation equation on a structured
mesh. In order to illustrate the heat and mass transfer phenomena during microwave
heating, an 1-D example of free-drying has been analyzed in the last section of the
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4 .1 . Mic rowave power absorp t ion
( T .
§4.1 Microwave power absorption
I he power flux associated with a propagating electromagnetic wave is represented
by the Poynting vector S and the average flux for harmonic fields is given (1)
S = r E x H* (1.1.1)
where II' is a conjugate vector of H. I lie Poynting theorem allows the evaluation
of the power dissipated in the medium. It is expressed as
J S • IK IS= I E • E*,/r + y I (U/R E •E* - ( I { ) ( I"jfH •
(4.1.2)
and states that the net power How across a surface S enclosing a volume I equates
the p<nverdissipated in the mediuni (real [>art)to that st<>redin electlieand magnetic
fields (imaginary part). Applying the divergence theorem to equation (see Section
4.7.1.2) the point form of the Pointing theorem is
V S = - E' + • E* - • H*)
(4.1.3)
In order to estimate the microwave power absorption in lossy materials, a new vari-
able, Q, called heating function, is defined. It represents a local volumetric heating
rate and is related to the electric and magnetic fields inside a material (1) :
q= m.I.-I)
As it can be seen from the previous chapter, the electric field distribution E can
very significantlv with position. In a similar way. II will have complex patterns.
However, since in this work only electric polarization is considered, there are no
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magnetic losses and the second term oil the right-hand side of Equation 4.1.1 is
negligible. I his assumption valid lor dielectric materials, which represent the great
majority of processing applications.
In most eases microwave devices use time harmonic sources. The time variations
of E in a sinusoidal cycle are extremely fast and (on the order of 10 11 and 10 12
sec). Since the thermal scales are many order of magnitude larger (usually on the
order of seconds), there is no reason to followsuch quick changes. Instead, the peak
amplitude values of the electric held intensity \Ein<ll.\ are used to evaluate power
density. I he Equation 4.1.4 can he now rewritten as
Q 7ZUJFO( : (JJ IENUIR| - (T(JF\EMAX\ . (4.1.5)
§4.2 Porosity and Representative Elementary Volume
A porous medium can he defined as a portion of space occupied by multiphase
matter' 76 ' . There maybe be gaseous and/or liquid phases. It is useful to define
a representative lementaryvolume(REV) as a physical (or material) point of the
porous medium that contains all phases (see Figure 4.2.1). I he solid phase must be
present inside each REV. 1 he space within the porous medium that is not solid is
referred to as void spaceor {porespare).The followingequation in valid for a REV
i 's + i ' i + f g — 1 (4.2.1)
where r s , // , and r( j are solid, liquid, and gas volume fractions respectively
<•.= £, r,= H. r ,- X f (4.2.2)
Porosity .0, is defined as the ratio of volume of the void space and the bulk volume
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Figure 4.2.1: Representative elementary v<
of the porous medium
O = y./ + ^ / R<I+ RI
s + n + r .
4.2.3)
\\ lien t he void space of t lie porous medium is filled by two or more immiscible fluids
(liquids or gases), the saturation(or dc/jivcof saturation)at a point, with respect
to a particular fluid, is defined as the fraction of the void volume of the porous
medium occupied by that particular fluid1 '6 ' . In the theory of unsaturated How. the
(volumetric) watercontent(or moisture content) is defined as
M
\ N
^ / + K j '7 + RC
(4.2.4)
§4.3 The general conservation equation
The transport equations for all conserved variables <I). in a multiphase system, may
be cast in a universal form as follows:
t>{f>,>',<I>)
d t
+ (HV(YPIR,UJ(I> -R( I, / , /Y /C/F / (< !>) )= S<P+ SIP (4.3.1)
where F,j, is th(>exchange coefficientfor <I>.The LHS terms in the equation relate to
tlie processes of time variance,convection and diffusion respectively, whilst the RHS
contains volumetric source terms within each phase S<\,and interphase transport
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4.3. The general conservation equation
Variable i ;I: '
Bulk Phase 1 (ey . H f )
In ter face Phase 1 (ec j .H^)
In ter face Phase 2 (e( j .H ni )
Bulk Phase 2 (ey . f j , . )
Volume Fract ion
f igure 4 .3 .1: The concept of the in ter face value
terms 5/ /> . The subscr ip t / refers to eac a l p h a s e .
The equations describing the state of a phase are basically the equations of motion,
generalized to allow for the facts that each of tin1 phases occupies only a part of the
space, given by the volume fraction. The phases are exchanging mass, energy and
all other properties. The resulting system is then solved numerically bv iteration.
Figure 4.3.1 shows the interface between two phases. Each phase is regarded as
having its own distinct velocity components, its own temperature, enthalpy and
mass. Phase enthalpies are linked by interface heat transfer, phase velocities by
interface momentum transfer and phase concentrations by interphase mass transfer.
Let <&mt be the value of <I>at the interface between the i and j phase. It can be
a function of space, time, or local bulk phase values. It is a property, and not a
variable obtained from a conservation equation.
In terms of a gas-liquid system. H'NT and HI" ' represent the saturation enthalpies of
gas and liquid at the local temperature and pressure. These can be obtained from
the thermodynamic tables for the liquid in question.
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§4.4 The Energy Equation
Substituting <i>in Equation 1.3.1 to be the specificenthalpy of the phase. I I , and
r<|,to be the ration of the thermal conductivity and the specificheat of the i th phase
(i.e r,[, = ). the general eonservationequation I>ecomethe energy equation for t Ik1
phase /
d i p . r .H , ) „ k ,
* +V - ( p l r l u ,H l - -f/• V- //,) = S „ + S i r (4.4.1)( )t C
Using the volume averagingin porous medium as described in Section 4.2. the Equa-
tion 4.4.1 can be split into two equations corresponding to two "phases" The
first phase consists of solid and liquid and the second one is the gas phase
?d^!r +V •feu,H,, - •r„)=Q+s-f (4.4.2)
at C psi
+ V • {PGUYH, ,- I„Y •Tg ) = s;;" (4.4.3)
where the thermal conductivity, k. is averaged for each phase as follows
ksl = (l —0)A-S + 07V/Av (4.4.4)
kg = 4>{1 — A I ) kg (4.4.5)
Specific heat C p and density p are averaged in a similar way. The heating function
is included in the solid-liquidII I E. There will be an interphase transfer between the
gas and solid-liquidphases, represents by the interface source Sj"' defined as
Sr' = - Hi) (4.4.6)
where h t , is a bulk-to-interfaceheat transfer coefficient,A s is the total interfacearea
and H"xt are interface enthalpies.
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§4.5 Mass transfer equations
Foi mass conservation in the flowfield an additional equation, namely, the cc
equation should he satisfied, tin' equation is
d p
— + V(/m) = 0 (4.5.1)OT
whore u is the resultant velocity. In the case of two phase flow each phase will have
to satisfy a separate continuity equation. Gas phase continuity equation is given bv
c>(/y,,)
d t
and the liquid phase continuity equation by
( - ) { / > !n )
f-V • [ p , , ru U g ) = i n . (4.5.2
UT
V • (pi/ '/U/)+ //?= (). (4.5.3)
rg and /•/are gas and liquid volume fractionsrespectively.The interface mass transfer
rate. in. is determined from the balance of heat through the interface between the
phases' 1
/ ; ' , " ( / / - / / , )+ h f ( / / ,' / " -112 ,
II''" - //.'/= 1JT,Tt 77^ <
1 5' 1)
where h\" and are bulk to interface mass transfer coefficients.
§4.6 Momentum ecpiations
Momentum ecjuations for the liquid-solid and gas phases can be obtained by sub-
stituting the phase velocity for <E>and the phase viscosity for r<j>. The equations
obtained are
<9(p/f/U/) ,. n >
—— + V(/?//•/ii/U/ - IZ/J'/VU/) = - VPI + SIU (4.0.f)EFT
I)ag( i GO
4.6. Momentum equations
0 { pg rgug )
• J f * \P ( J ' < IU! IU! I ~ U l r 9 ^ u</ )= P g + Sg„ (4.6.2'
\\1kk p iand pg aie liquid and gas pressures and U (and ug liquid and gas viscosities,
respectively. It should be noticed that since the solid density and solid volume
fraction do not change in time and space, they will be lost during the differentiation
and consequentlythe momentum equation for the solid-liquidphase willbecome only
the liquid momentum equation 4.6.6.
In the modelling of the microwave heating process in porous media, where both
convection and diffusion terms are considered, the momentum equations acquire an
extra term, which have the desired effects for the modelling of microwave heating
process. It is called the Darcy resistance terms, which can be treated as a source
term (denoted as S[ u and S gu in the Equations 4.G.Gand 4.6.7). The Darcy source
term are used to resist motion of both gas and fluid in a porous medium. These
source terms can be expressed as
S l u = — y r U / . S lg = —7T - U 3 (4.6.3)K, ' Ay
where A./and I\lf are the liquid and gas permeabilities. Tliev change with liquid
saturation (see Section 7.3) and this dependencies are shown in Figure 7.4.2.
The liquid and gas pressures are connected through the capillary pressure pc as^77 '
P l = P g - P c • (4.6.4)
The capillary pressure depends on both moisture content and temperature, i.e
P c — P c( M • T ) . (4.6.5)
Substituting the liquid pressure by the Equation 4.6.4. the Equations 4.6.6 and 4.6.7
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! ice*l ine
A'/
'i/ — "l~//•V.)/+ I tVTi) (4.G.6)I'I
K U ^
"./ = -V/>g (4.0/
i l l w h i c h
_ d pr ( M .T , )lr ~ (4.0.8)
a n d
d pc ( M .T i )11 = ' • (4.6.9)
011
§4.7 Energy boundary conditions
The energy boundary condition on the material 's surface can be expressed as
^ 77 = h c { Ts —Ta )+ CRra d ^ r a d { T l—T 1 ) — I I IL (4.7.1)O n
where T s is the load surface temperature. Ta is the convective air temperature, i t
represents the normal to the surface, h c is the convective heat transfer coefficient,
C7ra(i is the Stefan Bolt/maim constant. eraci is the radiative surface emissivity and
L is tli*1 latent heat of vaporization of the evaporated liquid. The first term in the
equation represents the natural convection by which the load is cooled. The second
term is the surface radiation and is important as a cooling mechanism at high load
temperatures, or as a heating mechanism if susceptorsare used. Since materials with
a high moisture content are being observed in this study, the last term, evaporative
cooling will have the strongest impact on the temperature profile.
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§4.7.1 Finite Volume Method
rhe Finite \ olunie (FY ) met hod' '" is almost universally used in problems involving
fluid flow with heat and mass t ransfer. Consequently there are many FV codes readily
available to use in tIk* microwave heating problem, both commercial and public-
domain 1 '^. In the work presented, the code PllOKNIcs'29' (Parabolic Hyperbolic
Or Elliptic Numerical Integration Code Series) was chosen mainly for the following
reasons:
• for its ability to handle the tw<>-fluid(water-vapt>ur)transport using the1PS A' ,9 '
algorithm;
• for the facility for easy insertion of user Fortran routines to handle the physics
of the problem and the coupling with the eleetro-magnetically induced heat
source.
• PHOKNIC'Scontinues to use a structured grid, albeit of multi-block charac-
ter, augmented by fine-grid embedding, because this provides sufficientability
to fit small-scale flow features without the computational overhead of fully-
unstructured grids. This feature also facilitates the coupling between FD-TD
and FV which will be described m Chapter 5.
A Control Volume formulation is used for discretisation of the generalized governing
equation'80^. The basic idea of the control volume formulation is easy to understand
and lends itself to direct physical interpretation. The calculation domain is divided
into a number of non-overlapping control volumes such that there is one control
volume surrounding each grid point. A cross section of a control volume in the .r. y-
plane is shown in Figure 4.7.1. The control variable P is located at the cell center
and surrounded by four neighboring cell centers E.W . N. S. In three dimensions it
has two more neighboring cells H. L. Integrating the general differential equation
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w
C o n t r o l v o l u m e
w
IIP
N
P
x
- >
F i g u r e 4 . 7 . 1 : T w o d i m e n s i o n a l c o n t r o l v o l u m e
4 . 3 . 1 o v e r c o n t r o l v o l u m e g i v e s
' I > ). . .
i UT d \ + T - j — d s l —JJ + S I P ) d \
(4.7.2)
where s , represents the components of the outward normal area vector. nt is the
co-ordinate direction.
Each of the terms in the equation 4.7.2 will be diseretized separately.
§4.7.1.1 Transient term
I he transient term is integrated over time and a control volume:
f I I a ( p , r f i > )d v = (Ar ,<K)P - ( p , r , <S > ) °P v (4 ,- 3)
The superscript ° denotes the old time step value. \ ' is the volume of the control
volume, and At is the time step.
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p R
• •
dpf dm
Figure 4.7.2: 1wo adjacent control volumes
§4.7.1.2 Diffusion Term
In order to discretize the diffusion term, the first step is to use tliedivergence theorem
I div( F ) <l\' = J F n (IS (4.7.4)
which converts the volume integral into the surface integral
I div(r(j , /-ig ra d(<I>))d \ —J r<j,r!grad(<l>). n( I S (4.7.5)
where n is the unit outward normal to the surface. Taking into account that the
term grad((I )) .n is equal to the gradient of 'I ' in the direction of the normal, the
equation 4.7.5 can be simplified. I lie surface of any control volume consists of a
set of faces (four in two-dimensions and six in three dimensions). Equation (4.7.5)
can be expressed as a sum of surface integrals over each face bounding the control
volume as follows
_ /• { ) ( [ )
T / r(I>n — d S (4.7.6)
J H ON
In this work orthogonal meshes are considered, so the line that connects two different
nodes will be either parallel or normal to face (see Figure 4.7.2). If the distance
between the observed node P and its neighboring node R is denoted as dRp then the
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noiinal gradient in the ('({nation4.<.(>can be approximated as
(>[> <I>n ({>j >O J t r
/ 1
. 1 . 1Dn (I,,M•
where (//,-/•is the distance between the centers of elements /? and P . Hence the
discretiseclform of equation (4.7.5) is
V
/
where A j is tlie area of face /
(I>/f—<!>/-
<!»)/r i Af ( ) (4.7.8)
< 'RP
I he interphase value of I <j,can be calculated in two ways. It can be obtained
by arithmetic averaging of the values of the neighboring cells (usually used when
momentum equations are being solved, i.e I .j ,= u)
(F<[.)/= o/(r<j>)p+ (1 —n'/)(r ,p)n (4.7.9)
'H -R
a j= - — ( 4 . 7 . 1 0 )
< 'FR+ (<FF
If one of the fluxes in Equation 4.7.9 is equal to zero the interface flux will still
exist even though its value has to be zero. Similar problems will occur when one
of the values is relatively small compared to the other one. For these reasons, it is
better to use the harmonic mean in the HTE. where momentum r<i,represents the
conductivity of the fluid
, r \ (r( |>)/,(r,t,)p(^V)/ / p \ , /i wp \ (4.7.11)
( f V /1 < p ) p+ ( 1 — C t f ) ( L < l >) R
If either of the (r,j,)p and (r,[,)p is equal to 0. the equation 4.7.11 gives (T c )j = 0.
If for example, (r,j .)p >> (T^)/? then (r^)^ ~ (T^R/CXJ as required.
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§4.7.1.«'J Convection Term
In porous media the convection term is negligibleand does not play an important
role. For completeness purposes, iis discretisation will be briefly discussed in this
section.
The divergence theorem will be used again to transform the volume integral of the
convection term into a surface integral
J div(/9,r, it, <I>)<l\'= J / ) ,r ,(u, . 11) <I S (4.7.12)
I11a similar way as with the diffusionterm, the surface integral is split into a set of
integrals over each of the faces bounding the control volume and each of the values
111the integrand are estimated 011 the face and leads to
pi f n (11,.11)/ A f <&f (4.7.13)
/
In this equation the value of pj may be given the value in the upwind element ( ' .
Pif = pr. (11,. n); > 0.0 (4.7.14)
P i f = PRI (11,. ii)/< 0.0
If we use arithmetic averaging for calculation of the lace value of <!>
<1>f= a f $ p + (1 - o t f)(f)r (4.7.15)
The final discretised form convection term then becomes
p i f i \ (u, . n) f A f [cx f<&r+ (1 - a/)<I>/?] (4.7.10)
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§4.7.1.4 Source Term
Let S t, denote the total source term for the phase i
Sfi = S1,j ,+ Si p. (1.7.17)
When the source term is discretised it is initiallv expressed in ;i linearised form'
S h = S c - 5/'<I> (4.7.lcS)
where the values of S c and S / >are to prevail oven- the control volume and can be
functions of any stored value including (I>. To maintain diagonal dominance of the
resulting equation, the value of Sp must he negative. The equations used to evaluate1
the1 values <>(Sc and Sp can signifieantlyaffect both the rate of converge'iiceand
stability of the' solution procedure. For speed as large a portion of the1 source as
possible should be placeelin the' linear, SV•<I>.part. This speeelwill be1 compremiised
if the1 size>of Sc is also increasexl.Stability will be' affected if changes in any aspect
o f t h e s o l u t i o nr e s u l t s i n l a r g ec h a n g e si n t h e v a l u eo f S c a n d S p .
Wlie'iithe1 lineariseelsemreeterm is integrates! e)verthe1 eemtrol volume all terms are
evaluated at the' cenitree»1the' element to give'a e-ontributiewr29 '
V ( S C ~ 5/»$) (4.7.19)
§4.8 Differencing Schemes
By adding together all descretised terms elescribedin previous sectieju.it is possible'
to obtain the' final elise-retiseelform e>fE<iuation4.7.2.
Firstly, let us e-e)iisieleronly the' convection and diffusiemterms, and use arithmetic
averaging in the' evaluation of the face value of <1>in the convention term, fhe
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discretised (filiation becomes
V f )i f ( i i , :•n ) / < ! » /+( I< i > ) jr , *1'/ '- *1'//
<H'N
0 .8.1)
Flic <iiialitit iesFj and l)[ arc now introduced r.i)
!•) = Af pif i-,(u, .n) f .8.21
D < \ f (I >l >) fr i
< h ' n
.8.3)
F t is the strength of the convection of (I>and D r is the diffusion(
Peclet number. Pf, ( l11 can he dclined as
P f
p £ _ p , f { n ,•I >
Df (r,„)/
a Iicc.
1.8,1)
Now ( 1.8.1)can he rewritten as
(4.8.5)
rib
where the sunnnation is over all neighbouring elements. IMIOKNICSuses the hybrid
scheme'. The followingapproximat ions are used
"L IB
~Df
"NB
~DF
< 1n b
/
P f , P f < -2 (4.8.6)
. 5 Pf , \P f \ < 2 (4.8.7)
P f > 2. (4.8.8)
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s means that the coefficientsin Equation (4.8.5) are
u„b = niax(—Ft. 4.8.9)
E AN B+yiFFCP — " nh T I f
nb f
[4 .8 .10)
I t should he noted that when the Pecle t nnniher is in the range -2 to 2 then the
hybrid scheme reduces to centra l di f ferencescheme and outs ide this range i t uses a
modif icat ion of the upwind scheme where the dif fus ion has heen set to zero.
The id<'as conta ined in this sect ion can now he combined to disere t ise the ful l con-
servat ion equat ion for a scalar . Equat ion 4.3 .1 . Combining the discre t ised forms of
each term in the equat ion gives
( / ; / • / • ,<Iy- / / / ' , /' '<!> ' / , ) r
A t
+y P i f i ' i( u z .n ) 7 < I >; A f- ( r ,f > ) / ( ~ — — ) . 4dP R J
--{Sc - sP$Pm .8 .n )
The preceding equation can be written as
~ A/
+ 5Z [ { D fA (\P j \ )+ m a . r (—F f .0)} (<I>p—<1> {) + F f (P /> ]
/
= ( S c - S p ^ P W . 8 . 1 2 )
where the formula for the function A ( \P f \ ) for the hybrid scheme is
'/I) = max(0. 1 - 0.5|r 4.8.1:3)
The continuitv <
OJPIRJ,
dt + d i v { p , rl ul ) = 0 (4.8.14)
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can similarly be discretised to give
A t + Y FF = 0 (4.8.15)
o equation (4.8.15) by <1»/>and substituting into equation (4.8.12)gives an
equa tion o l tIk1 1<>r i i i
a p ^ p = " n b$ n b+ l>n (4.8.1b)
NB
where the sunmiation is over all elements which share a face with element P . The
coefficientsin equation 4.8.1b arc calculated from the formulae
<LNB— \PF|) + max(—FF. 0.0) (4.8.17)
,o ,.<>(1)n
l ) p = S c V + ( > r ' ! r \ ' (4.8.18)
A/
dp — ^ <inh H '—r h bp V (4.8.1!))
n b
Set of equations 4.8.17-4.8.19represent the final form of the discretised equation
which can now be solved.
§4.9 Momentum - Pressure Coupling
If the pressure is given, the solution of the momentum equations 4.6.6-4.6.7can be
o b t a i n e db ye m p l o y i n gt h ef o r m u l a t i o nc o m p l e t e di n t h ef o l l o w i n gs e c t i o nf o r t h e
general variable <I>.In the momentum equations, (I>stands for the relevant velocity
component, and F<|,and 5$ are to be given their appropriate meanings'51^. The final
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Figure 4.9.1: Control volume for u
discret ised E([ i ia t ion 4.8.1G can be now he expressed tor u veloci ty component as:
=
" n b" n b+ l >+ { ] > ! '~ / ' /•;)-4, (4.9.1)
rib
The neighbour coefficientsa,^ account for the combined convection-diffusioninflu-
e n c e a t t h e c o n t r o l v o l u m e f a c e s .T h e t e r m b i s d e f i n e di n t h es a m e m a n n e ra s b p
in the Equation 4.8.1G, but the pressure gradient is not included in the source term
quantities Sc and Sp. Since the pressure held is also to be ultimately calculated, it
n ee d st o b e i n cl u d edi n t h em om en tm ile q u at i o n so u r cet er m . 1h e t e r m( p p—PE) A c
i s t h ep r e s s u r ef o r c ea c t i n go n t h e / / c o n t r o lv o l u m ea n d . 4 , .i s t h ea r e ao n w h i c ht h e
pressure difference acts (sec Figure 4.9.1). I lie momentum equations for the other
directions are handled in a similar manner.
However, in order to solve the momentum equations, the pressure held has to be
known or somehow estimated. If the pressure is not correct, the velocities conse-
quently will not satisfy the continuity equation. If we denote the guessed pressure
as p* and the imperfect velocities as u\ v*,w*the following discretizedequations can
be written
— ^2, " l,h "*ib + ^ + {p*p — ]>/.;)Ae (4.9.2)
nb
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"n r , —T. "nbt 'nh+ 6 + {]>)•—P*\ ' )An (4.!).3)
nb
"l" ' l ~ 51 "»l>" 'nb+ ^+ (/ ' />— P*r)^ t -
nb
(4.9.4)
I he estimation of the guessed pressure needs to be accurate so that the resulting ve
locity will get closer to satisfying the continuity equation. If the pressure isexpresse(
as
* i 'P = V + P (4.9.5)
the term // is called the pressure correc
duced in a similar manner
The velocity comi)onents can be intro-
* I /I I = 11+ U 1.9.(3)
* . /r = i ' + n (4.9.7)
* , /I I '= I I ! + I I ' (4.9.8)
we subtract Equation 4.9.2 from Equation 4.9.1 we obtaii
"< = 51 (l " h "'nb
nb
+ L>+ (VP ~ /V;M' (4.9.9)
If the term o,nf ,a1 / is neglected the last equation can be rewritten as
ieK = {p'p - p' E )A e
or
— ( P p - PE ) , d e = —(if a e
(4.9.11)
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Equation 4.!).11 is the velocity correction formula. I he velocity components using
the above approach can be expressed as
"r = "*+ —{p'n~ Pr) (4.9.12)
a,.
r, = n* + — (//,,- P\.) (4.9.13)
»V= "' t 4 -(/V - p 'r ) (4.9.14)
<H
The next step is to obtain a discretization equation for //. 1lie continuity equation
( I n
-— 4- div(/m) = 0 (4.9.15)
OF
discretises in t he form
— + Y l A f ( f , u n h= ( ) ( 4 . 9 . 1 6 )
/
where the superscript 0 signifies the previous time step value, A/ is the time step
and the summation is over all faces of the control volume signifiedby the subscript
P.
Finally substituting Equations 4.9.12-4.9.14into the discretised continuity equa-
tion (4.9.16) gives
<2 / t t \ ( / ' / ' P 1' ) ^ i / * \
- ( P P - P A ) / = X I 2 ^A FPF (U - N) Ff f (4.9.17)
where the subscript. /. in the first term indicates a summation over the three coor-
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4.}). ^ 1 ' l it um - Pressure C '!__g
)ovoequation can he written in the form
where the suininat
element P
/• + J2""i>l''nb- hr
nb
(1.9.18)
(vitiation (4.!).18) is over all elements sharing a face w
" n b = ~ / ' f A i
2i-;v "±
, i « •
" / • V
RIB
"nb .0.20)
(/>'/', - />r) \ '
A t
\] .!//>/(u+ n)/ 1.0.21)
?seequations for the coefficientslead to a set of linear equations with weak diag-
onal dominance, the diagonal being at least as large as the sum of absolute values
the off diagonal elements. Boundary conditions, or a fixed relerence pressure point,
will guarantee diagonal dominance <>nsome r<>ws.Consequently. tlie mat rixequation
can be solved using the same iterati\ 'e techniques which are employed to obtain the
solution for anv solved scalar variable*' '' .
The above described procedure for moment tun pressure coupling in knows as Senii-
Iniplicit Method for I'ressure-Linked Equations' ' 1 ' (siMl'LKalgorithm). It ca 1>e
brieflysummarized as following:
Guess the pressure field p
• Solve the momentum equations 4.G.G-4.G.7to obtain //*. r*. /r*
Solve t he // equat i
Calculate the pressure p and the velocities u.r . t r using Equations 4.0.5 and
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4.9.7-4.!).8 respectively
• . Solve any other equations which might affect fluid properties, source terms,
etc (e.g temperature, concentration etc)
• Ireat the corrected pressure p as a new guessed pressure p* and repeat the
procedure until a converged solution is obtained.
§4.10 Overrelaxation and underrelaxation
When an iterative scheme is employed to handle nonlinearity. it is often desirable
to speed up or to slow down the changes in the values of the dependent variable.
When changes are accelerated the process is called overrelaxation and when they
are slowed down it is called underrelaxation. When a line-bv-linemethod is used,
underrelaxation is very useful. Its use avoids divergence in the iterative solution.
The general discretisationequation 4.8.1Gcan be rewritten as is given in the following
form:
<Pr = Eanb ® nb + bp (4.10.1)
AP
Further. <l>pwill denote the value of (I>/>from the previous iteration. II the <I>pis
added to the right-hand side and also subtracted, the last equation becomes
<1>P = <I>°P + ( Ef ' "h<I )"b + b - $» ) (4 .10 .2 )
TIP
where the contents of the parentheses represent the changes in <I>/>produced by the
current iteration. I his change can be modified by the introduction of the relaxation
factor ev,so that
4>P = <I>*+ a( £a " Ab + b - $°P) (4.10.3)
DP
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or
— <I>/-= £«„,,<Pnb + b+( 1 - n ) — «!»/.. (4.10.4)Q A
When the iterations converge, *!'/>becomes equal to <1>p.and implies that the con-
verged values of <I>do satisfy the original equation 4.8.16. Any relaxation scheme
must produce the final converged solution, although it can be obtained by the use of
arbitrary relaxation factors.
When the relaxation factor o in the Equation 4.10.3 is between 0 and 1. its effect is
underrelaxation: that is. the values of 'h/- stay closer to (l)0p. For a vary small value
of o. the changes in (I>/>become very slow. For n >1 it becomes overrelaxation.
There are no general rules for choosing the best value of o. The optimum value
depends upon many factors, such as nature of the problem, the number of grid
points, the grid spacing, and the iterative procedure used. Usually,a suitable value
of a can be found by experience and from exploratory computations for the given
problem.
§4.11 Results for a sublimation-condensation model for freeze drying of
unsaturated porous media
A one-dimensional sublimation-condensation model for freeze drying of unsaturated
porous media is described in this section. The governing equations were solved
using an implicit finite differencescheme with a time-variable time step' Figure
4.11.1 shows a porous media slab to be freeze-driedwith microwaveheating. There
are two different regions inside the material to be identified: the dried region and
sublimation-condensation region separated by the sublimation front.
The 1-D heat and mass transfer equations are used to describe the heat and mass
transfer. The heating function includedas a source term in the heat transfer equation
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is assumeclc<mstant.
()n the sublimatk)ii-con(lensationregion theconvectk>11 term in tin1 vapour c
equation has been ignored and the interphase mass source term. ///. is expressed in
the followingform'56 '
I J .JS
m = -—± + I . 4.11.1
ox
The vapor source term / is
OM
1= 'hat—- (4.11.2)
OT
where the moisture content of the saturated porous medium is usat = 685Ary/.
The vapor flow J s has two terms based on Dairy's and Fick's laws
Js = - (1 - M)p g D ^ (4.11.3)
A'„ OX ox
where diffusivitv D = 2.51 x 10 5 x (1.013 x 10 ;) /P) (56 ' .
The length of the slab / = 0.008/// was divided into 200 control volumes. The initial
saturation 0.7. electric held amplitude 120 V/cm and reference pressure 15 Pa were
chosen.
Figures 4.11.2 to 4.11.4 show the distributions of pressure, vapour of the material at
different times, respectively From figures 4.11.2 and 4.11.3it can be concluded that
the pressure and vapour density follow similar patterns. The gradients of pressure
and vapour density are large in the sublimation-condensation period initially, then
decrease and become smaller than those in the dried region. Even though the gradi-
ents are much larger in the dried region, the vapor transfer exists in the sublimation-
condensation region (Equation 4.11.3). The fact that the pressure (see Figure 4.11.3
and vapor density (see Figure 4.11.2) decrease from the material centre towards the
sublimation front indicates that the vapor will be removed from the sublimation-
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condensation region. As the result, the ice in the sublimation-condensation region
will sublimate and saturation in this region willdecrease (see Figure 4.11.4). It can
be noticed that the saturation is nearly uniform in the sublimation-condensationre-
gion though it is larger near the sublimation front than iti the centre. All the vapor
sublimated in the sublimation-condensation region joins the man flow in the dried
region. So the drying rate during microwavefreezedrying of saturated porous media
consists ol two flows associated with sublimation front and sublimation-condensation
region.
This example has been validated against computational results for a similar problem
obtained by Wang and Shi( >,>).
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?WVWvVv
Figure 4.11.1: 1-1) sublimation-condensation model. I-Sublimation-condensation re-
gion; Il-Siibliiiiation front; Ill-Dried region; 1-vapor (0(1 —M)); 2-iee ((PM); 3-solid
body (1 —(f ) ) .
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Figure 4 .11 .2 : Vapour dens i ty prof i l e in dry ingt ( sec) :1 0. 2 0.1. .4 9. 4 76. 5 572.
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Figure 4 .11.3 : Pressure prof i l ein dry ingt ( scc) :1 0.2 0.1 .3 9,4 7G.5 572,6 2714.
7 4950. 8-7489.
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FI VE
Solution technique
111this section a detailed algorithm that couples microwave power dissipation with
heat and mass transfer is presented. 1he coupling is through dielectric propeities
which are assumed to he hoth temperature and moisture dependent.
The rate of change of temperature inside the material depends upon the power
density, which relates to the input mien>waves. and also t lie thermal piopei t ies of the
material. In Section 5.2 the criteria for determining when the power (listribution has
reached a steady state arc investigated. Differentapproaches are suggested together
with the description of the stability condition for the time step in I*D-TD.
(Changesin dielectric properties according to temperat ure and moisttire (listribution
influencesthe electromagnetic distribution. In section 5.:J we propose a method to
determine when the microwave power should be recalculated.
The chapter ends with some computational issues in section 5.6.
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§5.1 Calculation of the dissipated power
With the FD-TD scheme, the electric and magnetic fields are calculated simulta-
neously. and hence tlie dissipated power can easily he found from tlie E vector.
However, the three Cartesian components are not known at the same point, hut
they are spread over the unit cell of the Yees lattice. The dissipated power is local-
ized in the centre of each cell and is calculated through linear interpolation of the
electric field components located at the vertices of the unit cell. The power density
per in '1in a point (/ + (j + |)<5,(A'+ is found from the followingexpression:
™+i, 1 1 , h 1 1 1 , 1 ,
"
( / + 2 ' ' / + 2 2^ ~ 32 a ( / + 2" '/ + 2 + 2 }
1
X[E; +1 ( /+ A-)+ £; ; :+1( /+ - . . /+I .A-)
+ E';+l( i+ - y j .k+ 1) + + + 1.A-+1)
+E;+1( / . . / + - .A-) + E; +1 ( i+i j + - ,k) (5 .1 .1)
+E;; + \ T . J+ 1- , A-+ I) + E;+1 ( / +I . . / +I .A-+ I
+^ ,+l (/ + i. . / .A) + £IL+1( /+ i j + i . k )
+E?+1 ( i + ^J .k + l) + E'!+1( t+ ^r , j+ 1. A '+ 1)]
where n + 1 denotes the {/>+ 1)"' full-cycleinterval of time stepping. Because the
fields and the power density are obtained in an iterative manner, the measures of
convergence have to introduced. Differentconvergence criteriawill he discussed later
in this chapter.
§5.2 Stability condition
The accuracy of the solution of Equation 5.1.1 is influenced by the choice of S and
At. The space increment must be a small fraction of the wavelength and overall di-
mensions of the structure' 43 \ The time increment must satisfy the followingstability
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condition'37 '
1 A t 2 ^ Ay- ^ A; 2 '
Recently an ADI version of FD-TD lias been shown to l>e unconditionallystable
1 In our simulations, the time step was set to be 95% of the minimum time step
for the mesh and material. When the step size S is the same in all directions, the
stability condition is
A/ < ( (5.2.2)
where A is tin*number of spatial dimensions in the problem.
§5.3 Coupling Algorithm
The coupling algorithm is shown in Fig.5.3.1 and is similar to that of Turner's ' ' . It
can be summarized as follows:the FD-TD solver is run until the steady state (pure
time harmonic) is sufficientlywell approximated and the power distribution Q. com-
puted from the peak held amplitudes, has converged. The temperature distribution
and moisture content then evolveaccording to this power distribution until the elec-
tric properties of the medium have changed significantly.The electromagneticsolver
is then re run, taking into account the new electrical properties. Once the steady
state is reached again, the whole procedure is repeated until the required heating
time is reached. To solve the coupling of the microwaveand thermal and mass trans-
fer models numerically, there are two technical issues that have to be discussed. The
first one concerns how long the average power density will take to reach the steady
state and the second one addresses the issue of when to update the electromagnetic
field inforniation.
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Figure 5.3.1: Coupling algorithm
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§5.3.1 Criteria for determining the steady state information
There arc three main criteria that exist in literature lor determining when the elec-
tromagnetic field distribution has become time harmonic so that the power function
information can be inserted as a source term in the II I E.
§5.3.1.1 Criteria based oil the ratio of the heating system dimension
and the wavelength
Zhao and Turner1 llS) suggested that the average power distribution be dependent on
the length of the time the wave takes to travel from the input boundary to the end
of the heating system. In other words, it depends approximately on the ratio of the
dimension of the heating system and the wavelength
B„ = 2(^p) (5.3.1)
where D mar is the maximum dimension of the geometry of the heating system, i.e
the minimum distance between the input plane and the end of the heating system.
A is the wavelength in the system and BV is the approximate number of microwave
periods necessary for the microwaves to complete one cycle. This factor effectively
corresponds with the time that the microwaves take to propagate from the input
boundary to the end of the heating system and travel back to the input boundary.
For a frequency of 2.45 GHz, the minimum time required to obtain the steady-state
average power distribution, is in the order of 10 8 seconds. It should be noted
that the approximation 5.3.1 has been found to be within 10c/c accuracy lor all test
§5.3.1.2 Criteria based on phase information
In reference ( ' ' ' a more complicated method for the derivatic>nof the sinusoidal state
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amplitude and phase is discussed. I l i e method will he summarized in t h i s s e c t i o n .
It is possible to observe the peak positive and negative values of the held over a
complete cycle of the incident wave. I his particular algorithm has an uncertainty of
one time step or less, and operates where the sign of the waveform time derivative
changes from positive to negative, or negative to positive. Notation used:
NCYCLE tl1(1 number of complete cycles of the sinusoidal incident wave that the
FT DT is time stepped.
N C = - the number of time steps spanning one complete cycle of the sinusoidal
incident wave
Nnc — the number of time steps spanning one half cycle of the sinusoidal
incident wave
.Y; M A = NCYCLI - :x -Yc - t he to t a l number o f t ime s t eps tha t t he F D-TD prog ram
i s t ime - s t epped
"V; (m v ~ N cyc le x ' 2 x A' / / c - to ta l number of t ime s teps d iv idab le by ha l f cyc le
number . so the er ro r i s ± A/
A^am.y max number of time steps
Let F denote the time derivative a fieldcomponent. Every time step, the algorithm
tests for a change of sign of the time derivatives. If a change of sign is detected,
the latest computed value of F is stored. Note that this value can be either positive
or negative. If, further, the new sign of the time derivative is negative, indicating
that a "peak" of the F waveform has just occurred, the time step number . NA. is
stored in the array. The algorithm also tests to determine when half-cycleand full-
cycle intervalsof time-stepping have passed. Each half-cycle,the stored valuesof the
functions are printed and reset to zero. Each full-cycle,the stored values of NA are
printed and reset. Therefore, the desired zero to peak value of F is determined by
subtracting the last printed value of F from the immediately preceding printed value
of F. taking the absolute value and then dividing by two. Also the desired relative
change of NA from some fixed reference value at a specificpoint. This methodology
avoids any ambiguitv due to either a possible DC' offset of the waveform F or the
repetitive nature of the F transform.
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X JJ
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END CALCULATE ZERO DERIVATIVES
FOR every po in t DO
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FOR N = 1,JV ^ - D O
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C A L C U L A T E D 1** = F**<
Figure 5.3.2: Algorithm for testing the time harmonic solution based on the phase
information
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In order to achieve a steady state sinusoidal solution in the FD-TD method, the
information about the peak positive and negative excursions of the fields over a
complete cycle of the incident wave have to be observed. Every time step, the
desired field waveform Ev . Ey and E~components are checked for the change of sign
of the time derivative respectively
§5.3.1.3 Criteria based 011 the numerical integration of a
time-dependent signal over one period
De Pourcq (M) suggested a simple algorithm for derivation of the sinusoidal steady-
state amplitude.
After turning on the sinusoidal steady state source at t = 0. he assumes that the
steady-state is reached at to- Then a function f(t) can be written as
f ( t )—a ~t~A.cos{y j t~ \~M) (5.3.2)
where a is the DC component, .4 is the amplitude and 0 is the phase. These three
variables can be derived from the followingexpressions
1 rtO+T
— / f ( t ) d t= a (5.3.3)
I Jto
1 f tO+T .4
— / f ( t ) c o s ( u i t ) d t= — c o s O (5.3.4)
T Jto 2
1 r tO- \ -T
— / f( t )s in(u>t)dt= ——sinO (5.3.5)
T Jto ' 2
where T = NAt is the signal period. The left-hand side of the Equations 5.3.3-5.3.5
is calculated by means of a numerical integration, which is based on the linear inter-
polation of f(t) in each time interval A t. When they are discretised the Equations
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5.3.3-5.3.5take the followingform
1 NT-
;=1
(5.3.6)
_.>(1—co.s(o jAf ) ) f [ t ,)cos(gj t , )= AcosO
A \(1 - co.s'(^AO)Y" f { t i ) co s ( ^ t , ) = AcosO (5.3.8)
/ i
rhe sumniatioii in E([iiations5.3.6-5.3.8is performed hv adding the new terms at
eaeli time step and the sum is kept in store.
§5.3.1.4 Criteria based on the relative change in the total sum of the
power distribution
I his approach is based of checking each time step the convergenceof the total sum
of the heating function over the entire biomaterial i.e.
This approach was favored here for obtaining the results. It proved to be very reliable
and reduced significantly the cost by stopping the electromagnetic solver once the
time harmonic solution has been reached. In this work the relative change of 1 '/ was
used.
§5.3.2 Update of electromagnetic field information
The second issue to be addressed in tho coupling algorithm is how to update the
electromagnetic field information for this nonlinear process. There are many issues
I" = / ' l \ ' = - (Tcf f{ i .j . k ) \E„,ax( i .j .k ) \2 Aj ' iAyjAzk . (5.3.9)
i ~ I -J .K-
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related to determining when the microwave power s1 1 1 I>erecalculated. Since
basically characterizes the phase ot the microwaves interacting with the materia
and ( f fj determines the penet rat ion depth and the attenuation ot the microwaves
the relative permittivity will dominate the electromagnetic held behavior inside
the system. Once the microwave heating is set. the onlv factor that can chang(
during the heating process is the properties ot the material. Since a small changt
in dielectric properties can induce a significant change in power distribution, tin
maximum percentage change in the dielectric proper!v will l>ethe most significant
factor in controlling the nonlinear process. This factor is defined as
( I <' ' - <" I\
r inax, e/ . ——— (5.:U0)
where is a factor (' <). 1he condition
r > :y (5.3.11)
determines when the microwave power should l>erecalculated. The smaller </yvalue
tin1 more accurate the teniperature solution. Care should be taken with this con-
straint because it is very expensive in ten us of CPU time, t o compute t lie mien>wave
power distribution in comparison to tin" time tor calculating the temperature and
moisture distribution, (ienerally. for optimal processing times, it is recommended
that </ytakes a value in the range between 1% and 10%.
§5.4 Mesh mapping
The cavity and t he waveguicle are meshed for t he I I) I 1) computat ion wit h a t elisor
product cartesian niesli. Since the conductivity of air is approximated to be zero,
the heating function (see liquation 1.1.5) will have non-zero values only for the
bioniaterial region, for this reason, the 1*\ mesh used for calculating the heat and
mass transfer has to be constructed only for the region of the biomaterial. Since
the two meshes are independent, a transfer function (conserving the total Q for the
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bioniateiial) is used to map the heating function () from the FD-TD mesh to the
heat and mass tiansfer mesh' ' 1 ' . I lie schematic picture of the mapping is shown
in Figme 5.4.1. riie mapping is straight forward because both the FD-TD and FY
meshes are structured and cell-centered.
§5.4.1 Computational Considerations
Finite differencesimulations with Yees algorithm are computationally intensive.The
maximum step size for stable results is A/10 which, at optical wavelengthsof approx-
imately 1///// is 0.1fini. Flie modelling of structures with dimensions of typical cells
requires the storage of large arrays. In a three-dimensionalsimulation, arrays for 0
held components, e. and a must be stored in memory. In addition all 6 field com-
ponents and the incident source must be computed at all grid points for each time
step. The approximate amount of memory required for a simulation is
App.AIem —NxNyNz[(6 x 8) + 8] (5.4.1)
where N x . N y , and N z are the array dimensions in each direction. Equation 5.4.1
assumes that the 6 held components and permittivity are stored as double precision
floating point values requiring 8 bytes of memory each. A three-dimensionalsim-
ulation of a volume 15///// on a side (N = 200) would require 4h()Mb of memory
according to Equation 5.4.1. The actual amount of memory will be greater than this
since it does not take into consideration storage of variables for boundary conditions
and far field transform.
A two-dimensionalsimulation on the other hand, requiresstorage of arrays for Aheld
components and permittivity with only N2 elements, as opposed to A ! elements in
three dimensions. Large areas (~ 50///// on a side) can be simulated with modest
s to rage requ i remen t s(< 100Mb) .
5.4. Mesh mapping
FD-TDMesh
FV Mesh
Figure 5.4.1: Mapping between FD-TD and FV meshes
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2- D Computational Results
In this chapter 2-D coniputational resultsare presented. In the first secti<>nexamples
of electromagnetic field components obtained from the Yee s scheme are compared
with analytical solutions for nniforni and non-uniformstructured meshes.
riie chapter continues with t he powerdistribution in a 2-D cavity obtained using dif-
ferent structured uniform and non-uniform meshes. The 2-D electromagnetic solver
is then coupled to a thermal model through temperature dependent dielectric prop-
erties. The temperature distribution is obtained using t he Tlieta differencingscheme
for the FV method. The tempera) ure distribut ion in a bi<(material using this ant Ik >r's
coded coupled 2-D model is compared with the one obtained using imioenics to solve
the heat transfer equations. Finally, in the last section of this chapter a fullycoupled
2-1) electromagnetie-heat-niass transfer with temperature and moisture dependent
dielectric properties is discussed.
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§6.1 Validation Example
In this section the results tor electro-magnetic field components obtained using
the \ees scheme are compared with the results obtained analytically*8 '2' . A two-
dimensionalcase, ol uniformcross section witli normalized dimensions I x I is consid-
ered. I lie simplest / E mode ol propagation in a rectangular waveguide is observed.
I he walls were taken to be perfect conductors and f'r = 1. For all calculations the
impedance is normalized
Z= J'—= 1. (6.1.1)
V fo
I lie followingset of equations lor electricand magnetic fieldcomponents will satisfy
Maxwells equations
E ,( . r .y .t ) — —cos (37 t . / ' —57r f) s in (47ny) (6 .1 .2 )
5
Ey( . i \y .t ) = -sin(37r;r—57rf)cos(47ry) (6.1.3)
5
Hz( . r .y . t )= sin(37T./ '—57r£)cos(47r/y). (6.1.4)
The followingboundary and initial conditions are applied
EJ.r , y ,^r ) = -^cos(3/r.r - ^)sin(4;r/y) (6.1.5)
2 5 2
At 3 57rAtEJ .r .i / . —) = -sin(37r.r —)cos(4/t/y)
2 5 -
(6.1.6)
Hz( . r .y .O) = sin(37r.;:)cos(47r/y) (6.1.7)
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£,
.r( ''- 0. t ) = 0 (6.1.S)
Eu( . i \l . t ) = 0 (6.1.!))
Ey{0.i/.t) — —-sin(57r/)cos(47T</) (6.1.10)
5
-Ey( 1. //• 0 — ~ si 11(3 7T— 5/1 t )cos (47 t / / ) . (6.1.
riieset of equations 6.1.2-6.1.4are then solved using the Yee's scheme described in
the previous chapter. For each field component, tho error is measured against the
exact solution ot the held component in the L>norm, which for a two-dimensional
situation, is given in by the followingformula
'
rror II/.-•= - nraj)) 2 (6.1.12)
I -J
Similar formulae are used for the calculation of the L_>errors of the remaining two
components.
§6.1.1 Results for uniform structured meshes
Uniform grid spacing was chosen for FD-TD discretization of the Equations 6.1.2.
Three different mesh sizes are used for the calculations
<5= A./-= AJ/=—-—. s = 0. L2. (6.1.13)
y 20 x 2*
The time step was set to be
26At = — (6.1.14)
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( ) Logj„rf A/ error Log u t( M < i . r {| (r r o r / . , ) ) r < i t (1
201
1111
80
-1.3
-1.6
-1.9
:io
J_
601
120
0.19105968074892
4.8184483898169D-02
1.2018123209225D-02
-0.71883095227381
-1.3170927883638
-1.9201633479337
1.9942061203
2.0102351986
Table 6.1: The maximal errors in L >norm for H;( . r .i / . t ) - uniform niesli
6 Log10<5 A/ Ma.r{error / . , ) Log U ){ M( ,. r ( ( r r o r L,)) rate
l
20 -1.3 :io 0.15337'622304758 -0.814241! K i l l1 4 -
1
40 -1.6 _Li>ii 3.794857605641 7D-02 -1.4208045154850 2.021875163
1
SO -1.9
l
120 9.468417 18129116D-03 -2.0237226151767 2.0097270167
Table 6.2: The maximal errors in L- ,norm for E,( . r . i j . t )- uniform mesh
S Logw<) At Ma.r( <rrorl/.J Log 10(,Ua.c( error1/-,)) rat<j_
201
401
80
-1.3
-1.6
-1.9
:<()
J_lil)l
120
0.11715624132197
2.8881641405108D-02
7.204 7999722036D-03
-0.93123457006752
-1.5393781285219
-2.1423780720567
2.027145195
2.0099995717
Table 6.3: The maximal errors in L >norm for Ey( . r ,y . t) - uniform mesh
in order to satisfy the stability condition given by Equation 5.2.
The convergence rate of the Lo spatial error in the maximum norm over the time
[0,10] is shown in Figure 6.1.1. Calculated values are shown in Tables (i.l .l - 6.1.1.
The obtained results show that the slope of the line for tlie Yee's scheme converges
to 2 confirming the second order accuracy.
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o
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H 7
H \
T \
'~C*
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u.
*L>
| -L .5
>6
cj)O
t—1 _~L
-2 5
-1 1 i < ' i—
-2 -1.9 -1.8 -1 .7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3 - 1 . 2
Logics)
Figure 6.1.1: Log10(.A/r/.r( | |c/7w||/, . ,))for a 2-1) uniform structured mesh as a func-
t ion of Log1( )/ ) fo r / / ; , EX , EY
§6.1.2 Results for nonuniform structured mesh
In this section, for the same cavity, a now non-uniform grid spacing was chosen.
The computational domain is solved using three differentmeshed having (20 x 2 s) x
(20 x 2 s) (,s = 0.1 .2) mesh points. The mesh size in the non-refined region is
S = A./' = Ai) = ,2 !, (s = 0. 1.2) and 6/2 in the refined region. The refined region
takes place between the nodes 7 x 2s —13 x 2s (.s= 0. 1,2). respectively. I he time
step is now set to l>e
A t = ~ . (6.1.15)
The convergence rate of the L2 spatial error in the maxinium norm over the time
[0.10] is again calculated. Results for the electric and magnetic field components
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• ) L o g , , , / ) A / L o gw( M < i . r (( r r o r /J) r a f t
x(is1
1361
272
-1.8:525089127062
-2.1335389083702
-2.13456891140342
I
2011
4081
«)i<;
-0.64890193362546
-1.2106244318794
-1.8418338002266
1.9656595913
1.9971742916
Table 6.4: I he maximal errors in norm for H~(.r . i / . t) - nonuniform mesh
A
• } L o g , , / ) A / L o g1 0( M < i . r (t r r o rzj) rat i
X
68
1
136
I
272
-1.832
-2.133
-2.434
5089127062
J389(183702
5689040342
l
20 1
1
108
1
916
-0.7415262112127
-1.3405155057722
-1.9425392143550
1.9966309819
2.0067456953
ral' ) le 6.5: The maximal errors in L >norm for Er( . r . i j . t )- nonuniform mesh
2 Log j( )r f A / L og10(A / u . r ( ( rror L-2) ) rate
J_
1
If '
272
-1.8325089127062
-2.1335389083702
-2.4345689040342
I
204
1
.08
916
-0.8671398488086
-1.4664275915696
-2.0685207426194
1.9976258092
2.0069771702
Table G.6: The maximal errors in L >norm for - nonuniform meshes
are shown in Tables 6.1.2 - 6.1.2. The obtained results show that for non-unifor
structured meshed the Yee s scheme converges to 2 as well (see Figure 6.1.2).
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Ex
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Logi0(5)
Figure 6 .1 .2 : Log10( i\ / a . r ( | | ( ' /7w| | / , . , ) ) for a 2-D non-uni for i i i s t ruc tured ines l i as a
func t ion of Log10<5 fo rI IZ
§f>.2 2-D Electromagnetic (listrilmt ion
In this section the 2-D power distribution is computed. The microwave oven model
used in this example consists of microwave cavity containing a rectangular block of
porous biomaterial. Figure 6.2.1. It is of uniform cross section and infiniteextent in
z-direction. A I E mode excitation field was considered, i.e.
The perfectly conducting boundary conditions (Equation 3.5.1 and 3.5.2) are applied
at all boundaries except for the waveguide inlet, where
( 6 . 2 . 1)
/ / = ( ( ) . ( ) .H z ( x ,y ./ ) ) (6.2.2)
Ey( .r .i / .t ) = E{)sm<jj t (6.2.3)
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Porous m <tierial
•
35 'itiij cm
Figure 6.2.1: 2-D MicrowaveOven Model
The amplitude of the incident electr ic field. was chosen to be 100AV. and the
frequency is taken to be / = 2450MHz, i .e . uj = 2 wf. A uniform mesh 25 x 40 is
chosen with 6 — 1 cm. The stabil i ty condit ion (Equation 5.2) imposes
At < 2. . '50x 10"11 seconds. (6.2.4)
Consequently the time step is chosen to be A/ = 2.3 x 10 n . Dielectr ic propert ies
are those for mashed potato atT — 20°C: e 'r = 05.1 and EEJF= 10.0 (see Figure
1.2.2). Tlie dielectr ic was placed symmetrical ly with respect to the excitat ion and is
placed between nodes 10 - 30 in tl iex direction and 9 - 17 in the IJdirection. The
waveguide is posit ioned between the nodes 10 and 10 in the // direction and is as
wide as 5/) .
The time evolution of the ' electr ic field inside and outside the biological material
is shown Figures 6.2.2 and 0.2.3. respectively. I t can be seen that the magnitude
of the electr ic field strength is at tenuated in the dielectr ic due to absorption. The
field in the biomaterial becomes steady after 1.035 x 1 0"' seconds . corresponding
to roughly 4300 time steps. The convergenceof the relat ive change in the total sum
of the power distr ibution (Figure 6.2.4) as described in Section 5.3.1.4 was used as
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number of t irn e steps
Figure (>.2.2:Electric field variation at an arbitrarily chosen point inside the bionia-
terial
nurn ber of time steps
Figure 6.2.3: Electric field variation at an arbitrarily chosen point outside the bio-
material but inside the cavity
a criteria for stopping the iterations. Relative change of 1% was chosen. Figures
G.2.Gand 6.2.5 show a typically irregular electric field distribution inside the oven,
in this case accentuated by the corners of the biomaterial. (In practice various
mechanisms for smoothing this distribution are used, e.g. stilling, curved packaging,
magnetron placement and our approach will be extended to include them). The field
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1 40E+07 -i
1 20E +07
1 ODE+07 -
8.00E +06
6.00E +06
4 00E +06 -
2.00E+06 -
0.00E +00
f
2000 4000 6000
number of time steps
8000
Figure 6.2.4: Convergence history < > fthe total heating 1
x(cm)
Figure 6.2.5: Electric held distribution inside the microwave oven-snapshot
distribution is relatively large near the waveguide and virtually zero and very flat
inside the biomaterial where the fields are exponentially attenuated with consequent
heating of the material.
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v cm
0 6
0 4
0 3
0 2
0 1
Figure 6.2.0: Contour plot of the electric field distribution inside the oven
The distribution of the heating function, Q, is shown in Figure G.2.7. The conduc-
tivity is identically zero in the air-space, so there is zero heating there. The heating
function is fairly smooth inside the material, but on the boundary with the air its
value increases, with a dramatic increase at the end nearest the waveguide where
there is direct irradiat ion.
The mesh size is now refined using mesh size 6 = 0.5 cm and time step was chosen
accordingly, At = 1.15 _ 11 seconds. Distribution of the heating function using such a
mesh is shown in Figure 0.2.8. Refining the mesh triggers a corresponding increase
in the computation time. If there are n x and n y grid points in the .r and IJdirection,
the total number of nodes is n r x /?y ~ ()(n 2 ). The amount of computation in each
itorat ion is proport ional to ()( II~). so that the total amount of comput at ion is ()(N~T).
For the microwave frequency of 2450 MHz. the wavelength A = 12.2 cm. It is con-
venient to have roughly 10 cells per wavelength. The penetration depth defined by
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Figure 6.2.7: Heating function. Q. inside the bioniaterial for f1) = 1 ( in
tk
it
• 4.0E+09-4.5E+0E
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'igure 0.2.8: Heating function. Q. inside the bioinaterial for = 0.5 cm
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the Equation 1.2.16 is approximately 0.7 cm.
§6.3 2-D Electromagnetic-thermal results
In this section coupled 2-D electro-thernial results are presented'*1*'. Taking into
account the increase in the computational time for hner meshes, a nonuniform mesh
was then chosen here. I he calculations are faster and the accuracy is as good as tor
hner meshes. 1 he niesli size ol 1 cm was chosen outside and 0.5 cm inside the lossy
material. 1he time step was chosen to he again A/ = 1.15 _11 sec<>nds.
A 2-D heat transfer solyer is developed by the author. The 2-D unsteady heat
transfer equation' 1 '" is solved using FV method. The diffusion term is neglected and
it's assumed that the heat transfer is due to convection only. The Theta Method' 5"
is used for representing the partial-differential equation as a difference equation
i + ^ I
f r M ,1.1-= [#77',+ l + (1 - 0)7™)A1. (6.3.1)
t
where
0 = 0.5 + ^ (6.3.2)
and
<;= 0.01 (6.3.3)
In this example 0 The mesh is stable for any .A/. The inteiface conductivity is
computed as the harmonic mean of two neighboring values.
The solution of t lie discretized e([iiation obtained this way is obtained using a line-by-
line method known as the Alternating-Direction Implicit (A.D.I). Here, the A.D.I,
method is expanded in two dimensions and makes use of the TDMA ° (Three-
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/f V t(s( con(Is)
20.00 05.1
29.83 03.03 11
39.59
1<i 11
01.08
1 1—
12
14
58.33
•rJ.11
57.33
1.)
14
07.07 55.59 15
75.79 53.84 17
84.27 52.15 19
Fable (i.7: I iine intervals at which the electric properties arc updated
Diagonal-Matrix Algorithm). I he direction is alternated after each iteration tra-
verses. \\ hen system of linear equations in matrix form /I •A = B is solved, for each
time step iteration k the following three criteria are checked
f. k > 100
2- |M| 2 < T\- where r k = A • X k — B
In this example T\ = 10 ~(l and Tj = 10 5 and the time step for the thermal solver is
one second.
The thermal algorithm is coupled to the electromagnetic solver and the solution
technique described in Section 5.3 was used. The temperature dependence of the
relative1 dielectric constant and the dielectric loss for reconstituted potato starch are
used from literature (See Figure 1.2.2). Other properties of the biomaterial can be
found in Table 7.11. The biomaterial was heated for / = 101 seconds, recalculating
the power distribution every time the maximum relative change in the dielectric
properties over the whole bioniaterial region is greater than 10%. Typical change
of e' with temperature and the times of recalculation of the electromagnetic solver
are shown 111 Table 0. 1. Figure 0.3.1 shows the temperature distribution inside the
material after t = 101 seconds. This distribution is checked against the distribution
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obtained by coupling the electromagnetic solver with PHOKNiesand using the saint1
conditions (Figure G..3.2). As it can be noticed the agreement between the two sets
of results is excellent.
A disadvantage of this approach is that electrical properties are not calculated for
each cell, but they are set as a constant for the whole biomaterial. When the maxi-
mum relative change in dielectric properties is detected (it will happen at the posit ion
of the maximum temperature change), the electromagnetic s is rerun using the
new value for the electrical properties for the whole region. Consequently, it is not
possible to observe the penetration of microwaves, because the heating functions
changes globally and not locally.
In the next section a more refined simulation where the electrical properties are
updated independently for each cell is presented.
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m 85-90
• 80-85
• 75-80
• 70-75
s 65-70
E hi0-65
• 55-60
B 50-55
• -45-50
B 40-45
• 35-40
• 30-35
H 25-30
• 20-25
Figure 6.3.1: Temperature distribution. T ( " C ) . in the bioinaterial after 101 seconds
calculated using t lie author's developed 2-1) model
Figure 6.3.2: Temperature distribution. T { " C ) . in the biomatcrial after 101 seconds
calculated using PHOENICSto solve the HTE
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§6.4 2-D electroniagnetic-lieat-mass transfer
riie elect ro-thernial algorithm in this section lias been coupled to the mass transfer
equation to produce a fully coupled 2-D algorithm'*'". The two HTEs correspond-
ing for each phase (see Equations 4.4.2 and 4.4.3) were solved together with the
corresponding mass transfer equations 4.5.2 and 4.5.3.
Results are shown for a simple biomaterial with material properties set to those of
mashed potato density porosity <t>— 0.40. 90% of which is assumed to be liquid
at the beginning. The dielectric properties were assumed to be both temperature
and moisture dependent. The temperature dependence is described in the previous
section, while the moisture dependence and implementation of the Dairy's law is
discussed in Chapter 5. The total heating time was 110 seconds. Constant pressure
boundarv conditions were imposed on each side, the biomaterial surface was assumed
to be completely dry.
Figure 6.4 shows the temperature profile in the biomaterial. The hottest spots are
on the side closest to the input. Consequently, the liquid concentrations will be low
in those regions (see Figure 6.4.2) and the gas concentrations high due to internal
evaporation as shown in Figure 6.4.4. Because of the change of phase the gas pressure
will build tip in those areas which is shown in Figure 6.4.3.
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Figure 6.4.1: Temperature distribution, T ( ° C ) . after 110 seconds
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Figure 6.4.2: Moisture distribution. M . after 110 seconds
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Figure (>.4.3: Dynamic gas pressure, p(Pa), distribution after 110 seconds
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Figure 6.4.4: Gas distribution. 1 — M. after 110 seconds
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CHAPTER
SEVEN
3-D Computational Results
In this chapter 3-D computational results arc presented. In the first section a com-
parison between the analytical and computed results for all fields components in an
unloaded rectangular cavity is given and the error is calculated, proving tin' sec-
ond order accuracy <>ithe FD-TD scheme. Then computed results for the heating
function in a loaded cavity are compared to those of other authors and methods.
The chapter proceeds with the validation of the temperature field using both exper-
iment al measurements and results reported in the literature.
The chapter ends with 3-D results obtained with the fully coupled electro-thermal-
mass model. The results on coarse and fine meshes are compared.
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§7.1 3-D Validation Example
1he simplest mode ot propagation in a reet angular wave guide was considered. I'lie*
walls were*taken to be perfect conductors i.e cxf.tr = 0 and the cavitv is tilled with
air (f'r = 0). 1he following set ol equat ions will s;ii isfy Ihe e(|iiat ions 3.1.8-3.1.1318""'1
H r { x .y , z . t ) = sin (a/7)sin( A x + B y + C z ) (7.1.1)
Hy(;i\ y. z.t) = sin(o.7)sin(A/ - + B y + C z ) (71.2)
//;(•''• .'/• 0 = sin (a/7)sin( Ac + B y + C z ) (7.1.3)
( ' / >
E r ( x . y . z . t ) = <( )s(^7 )cos( A x + B y + ( ' z ) ( 7.1 . I)
oJ
.1 - C „
E y ( x .f/.z,t) = cos(a;/)c o s (A r + B y + C z) (/.l.o)
n «
E z ( x . / / . z . t )— cos(uo t)cos(Ar + B y C z ) ( i .1.0)
where
J 2 = A 2 + B'2 + C 2 . (7.1.7)
For these computations the following values are chosen
A = 37T (7.1.8)
B = 27T •9)
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'igure 7.1.1: Log10(Ma.r (\\error\\L2)) as a function of Log10(^ for IIE
C = -7T
= V/Htt. (7.1.11)
The equations are solved using the 3-D Yee's algorithm and the convergence rate of
the L i spatial error in the maximum norm over the time [0.10] is calculated (Tables
7.1 - 7.6). Graphical illustration for H~ and E z field components is given in Figure
7.1.1. The time step is chosen to satisfy the Fourier stability condition (see Equation
5.2.2)
A t = — (7.1.12)
The obtained results show that the slope of the line for the Yee's scheme converges
to 2.
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<5 LoK„,rf A/ ( rror /-,) Log,0{M<i . r {e r ror / , , ) ) ra t e
_i_
20 -1.3
I
35 (U237f >59692987!) -0.907433843941851
40 -1.6 J_71) 3.1100544429861D-02 -1.5072320083716 1.9993272 4775,1
80 -1.9
1
140 7.773131341889675D-03 -2.10940399399836 2.007239952079
fable 7.1: 1he maximal errors in /,•_>norm for //, (./. //./)
S Logi„rf A/ Md.r( ( rror /J Log 10 (4/a.r( ( rror 1-2 )) rat<j_
201
101
80
-1.3
-1.6
-1.9
±
35
J_
701
110
0.1060261>0872703
2.6596213809881D-02
6.6586681193302093D-03
-0.974587586989110
-1.5751796944904
-2.17661263232774
2.001
2.004
(73691671:
776459457c
Tal.l< 7.2: The maxim; il errors in L> norm for •u / )
5 Log,,,<5 A/ Ma.r( >rror /, ,) Log1()(jMa.r( <rror\ l 2 ) ) ra tej_
201
40
_1_
SO
-1.3
-1.6
-1.9
_L
35
1
701
1 10
0.12466287553604
3.127197129346()D-02
7.830814074708778D-03
-0.90426285967543
1.5048447412123
-2.10619308726821
2 001
2 004
)39(>05222!
1!)41867531
Tahl( 7.3: I4ie inaxinn il errors in L > norm for H z ( x•V t )
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d Log,,,/) A/ Ma.v{ \error / - , ) LogU)(Ma.r{ error / , . ) ) rati1
-1.3
.55 3.274363824992GD-02 -1.48487300040001
40 -1.6 J_70 8.2178909270097D-03 -2.0852390272040 2.00122180954C1
«0 -1.9
1
140 2.053113339181222D-03 -2.0875871'7530281 2.0078248269!)(
Table 7.4: The maximal errors in L > norm for E r ( . r . t / . t )
6 Log, (,(5 A/ Max{ error iJ Log w(AIax( ( rror / . , ) ) ratej_
20 -1.3
I 0.1359950018'7734 -0.8004741i j 1( \r ( \j ) t
1
10 -1.0
j_
70 3.410510 2469580D-02 -1.1671800412829 2.002352321071;1
HO -1.9
1
110 8.524194710706845D-03 -2.069346638636-12 2.00721999117C
Table 7.5: The maximal errors in /,_>norm for E y ( j \ f j . t )
6 Log ,o^ At Max( ( rror /J Log w {Max ( <rror L2 ) ) rate
20
J_
40
1
80
-1.3
-1.6
-1.9
l
35j_
70
1
140
0.14694490203947
3.0820060202242D-02
9.203914328836006D-03
-0.83284547631157
-1.4339155057429
-2.03602743245091
2.003566764771
2.007039755093
Table 7.G: The maximal errors in L> norm for E z (i\ y.t)
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§7.2 3-D Power Distribution Results
The microwave oven model used in this section consists of a simple waveguide and
cavity containing a block of porous material of rectangular cross section, as shown
in Figure 7.2.1.
A waveguide attached to the centre of one of the cavity faces is used to deliver the
excitation Held. The input plane of the waveguideis excited in the dominant TEZU)
mode with an amplitude of E0 = imkV/m. The source operates at the domestic
miciowave frequency of 2.45GHz and is located away from the junction, so that the
higher order modes are virtually non existent. The energy which is reflected back
due to a mismatch between the impedance of the waveguide1 and that of the cavity
passes through the excitation plane, which appears transparent, is absorbed by the
absorbing boundary plane.
The amplitudes of the incident wave are given by:
C'll"' T7< " (•' •'(>) / , .
t y = t 0 sill cos(ait - pzk() ) (7.2.1)
ii""' . /i(./ •'())
i = sill cosM-^ZAo-i/2) (7.2.2)
f.I /1
where .r(), /y0 are the coordinates of the waveguide corner. z = z^0 is the excitation
plane (3 mesh intervals away from the absorbing boundarv in our model). .-1 is
the waveguide x-dimension and /i is the mode wave number. Constant dielectric
properties were chosen: e'r = 2.0 and e,.jf = 0.5. Results for the power distribution
are obtained for different slab positions and slab dimension and compared against
results obtained bv Liu at al.u>) and Bialkowski and Shahan'*' who used the Field
Matching Method (FMM). A very good agreement between the two sets of results
was noticed.
Figures 7.2.2-7.2.10 show tlx' power distribution in a lossy material for different
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Cavity
C=149cm
b=46cm Absorbing boundary plane
^ Excitation plane
Waveguide
i=92cm7
c=4 9 cm
(x0,yO)
Dielectric
B=112cm
A=172cm
Figure 7.2.1: Microwave oven model
locations within the cavity. The slab occupies the entire cross section of the cavity
and has a thickness of36. The power distribution is plotted for the .r,y-plane which
is one cell size bellow the surface plane facing the waveguide-oven junction. It can
be noticed that the power distribution varies greatly with the slab location. For the
positions when the dielectric is closer to the waveguide-cavity junction, maximum
values are in the centre of the plane (Figure 7.2.10). while for the positions further
from the junction, the peak values are at the edges (Figure 7.2.2).
Figures 7.2.12 and 7.2.14 show the results of a partially loaded cavity with slab
dimensions 206 x 206 x 3d located centrally with respect to the waveguide. These
power distributions are rather different from those shown in Figures 7.2.10 and 7.2.8.
respectively.
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X AxisY Axis
Figure 7.2.2: Power distribution for .r() = 23/) - this work
Y-Axis (can) 0 0 X-A*is (cnj
Figure 7.2.3: Power distribution for Co—23rt - Liu et 8.1. '
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X Axis
Y Axis
7.2.4: Power distribution foi
Y-Axls (cm) 0 0 X-Axfs(cm;
Figure 7.2.5: Power distribution for c 0 = 18d - Bialkowski and Sliahan'
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Figure 7.2.G: Power distribution for c„ = l.'V>- this work
Y-Axi8{ cit) ® ® X-Axis{cr)
Figure 7.2.7: Power distribution for Z Q= 13(5- Bialkowski and Shahan (3)
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n
X Axis
Y-Axis
Figure 7.2.8: Power distribution for Zq = SS - this work
2>
Y-Axis(cm) ® X-Axis(cm)
Figure 7.2.9: Power distribution for ZQ = - Bialkowski and Shahan' ^
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6
X Axis
Y-Axis
Figure 7.2.10: Power distribution for ZQ = .'W- this work
Y-Axis {cm) ® X-Axia{cti)
Figure 7.2.11: Power distribution for z 0 = 3S - Liu et al. (2
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'igure 7.2.12: Power distribution for Cn= 36 for centrally located slab - this work
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Figure 7.2.13: Power distribution for z 0 = 3 d for centrally located slab - Liu et al.
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'igure 7.2.14: Power (listril t()!' 8(5tor centrally located slab - this work
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2.15: Power distribution for ~() = 86 for centrally located slab - Liu et al
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T 12.3 25.0 34.7 39.95 45.5 IS.Of6r
n
f <a
52
20
43
14.5
3G
11.5
3G
11.3
28.4
7.2
22.4
7.0
table I .I . temperature dependence of the dielectric properties
§7.3 Coupled electro-thermal model
In this section a combined 3-D I'D-11) and FY model for the electromagnetic and
heat tralister process is presented. I he pre>pertiesare assumed to be temperatlire de-
pendent only. 1he model is validated by comparison to experimental and numerical
models based only on the FD-TD scheme' 4 '.
The 1<>ad was chosen to be a phantom gel" and it was placed inside a container to
maintain shape. It has a rectangular cross section. Energy is supplied to the cavity
by a rectangular waveguide excited at a dominant TE\ () mode. The power dissipated
in the experiment was estimated to be approximately GOOU and consequently the
applied excit at ion amplitude was evaluate*1from the temperature rise to closely apply
to the experiment.
The temperatlire d<spendence of the dielectric properties was measured "and is she>wn
in Table 7.7.
Other gel parameters used are: specific heat C p = 3G00 J A y / 1/\ density /> -
1000 kym~ 3 and thermal conductivity A'= 0.55 JI< 1///"'..s~'. The initial tempera-
ture of the load was T imt = 5°C and ambient temperature chosen was T amb = 30°C.
The dimensions of the oven are 321 mm x 271 m m x 300 mm. A non-uniform mesh
consisting of 88 x G8 x 92 cells is applied. The mesh sizes m each direction are
shown in Tables 7.8. 7.9 and 7.10. The gel occupies a cuboid from nodes 13-5G in
the direction. 19-4G in the y direction and 25-70 in the c direction and is placed
symmetrically with respect to the waveguide feed.
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Unit cell si/e( 111ill)
1- 1
5 —(i
12
10
I O
0 - 22
( )
3.5
3.375
3.5
Z r ) 1()
1 7-00
(il - (>2 5.>
03 —(»s 8.5
Iable 7.8: Unit cells in the .r direction
Unite cell size(nim)
[ - 10
11 1•)
10.25
11 11
13 - 11
1. )
5
15 - 24 :5..r)
25 -40 .'{.75
II rv(1 l rvIt .)U
51 - 52 (i.7r>
Table 7.(): Unit cells in the y direction
Unit cell size(inin)
1 - 1
5 - 8
1
3
!) - 10 • >. )
1 1 - 1 2 5
13 - 10 8
17 - IS 7.5
1!)- 20 5
21 - 42 3.5
43 - 52 3.4
53 - 74 3.5
75 —1(>
7v
5
il —IO
7!)- 84
1 . ' )
10
Table 7.10: Unit cells in the 2 direction
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The piogiam was run for a period oi LS()seconds and temperature was measured
acioss the horizontal and vertical planes of symmetry. I he calculated power disti i
but ion in the horizontal plane of symmetry is shown in Figure 7.3.f. It is almost
identical to the one that was obtained by Ma et al (,) . The calculated temperature
after f80 seconds in the horizontal and vertical plane of symmetry are shown in
Figures 7..5.1 and 7.3.6. respectively. Fliey are compared to the results obtained by
M a e t a l . ' ( F i g u r es7 . 3 . 3a n d 7. 3. 7) a n dex p er im en t al l y m ea s u r edd i s t r ib u t io n sl l >
(Figures 7.3.5 and 7.3.8).
It can be seen that in both planes the agreement is yery good. However, there is
a displacement in measured temperatures in Figures 7.3.5 and 7.3.8 due to the fact
that the bioniaterial was placed in a container. The main patterns of t he temperature
distribution have been successfully predicted. In particular the hot spots along the
centre of the front face of the l<>adand at the c<nners. Because the oven is asylinnet lie,
the position of the hot spot on the face is not in the centre of the load (plane
^ = 0), even though the dielectric material was placed symmetrically with respect
to the waveguide feed. In the vertical plane of symmetry (Figure 7.3.6), most of the
heating takes place at the bottom right corner of the workload. I he temperature in
this region is very high compared to the temperatures in the centre.
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HTl
0 . 0 E + 0
5 . 7 E + 6
1 . 1 E + 7
1 . 7 E + 7
2 . 3 E + 7
2 . 9 E + 7
3 . 4 E - 7
4 . 0 E * 7
4 . 6 E + 7
5 . 2 E + 7
S . 7 E h - 7
6 . 3 E + 7
6 . 9 E + 7
7 . S E * 7
8 . 0 E + 7
Figure 7.3.1: Calculated power distribution. Q{\ \ 'm 3 ), in the horizontal symmetry
plane after 180 seconds - this work
Figure 7.3.2: Calculated initial power distribution.Q{\ Vm 3). in the horizontal sym-
metry plane - Ma et al.(4)
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ABOVE
9£L0W
Figure 7.3.3: Calculated temperature distribution, T ( ° C ) . in the horizontal symme-
try plane after 180 seconds - Ma et al.' 4)
Z«—i
Figure 7.3.4: Calculated temperature distribution. T ( ° C ) . in the horizontal symme-
try plane after 180 seconds - this work
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I ' i g u r e / . i . -r> : M e a s u r e d t e m p e r a t u r e d i s t r i b u t i o n , ! ' ( " ( ' ) , i n t h e h o r i z o n t a l p l a n e
a l t e r I N O s e c o n d s e x p e r i m e n t a l r e s u l t s ' "
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ABOVE
IwV-ftij
BELOW
Figure 7.3.7: Calculated temperature distribution, T ( " C ) , in the vertical symmetry
plane after 1<S()seconds - Ma et al. "
Figure 7.3.8: Measured temperature distribution. T ( ° C ), in the vertical plane after
180 seconds - experimental results '41
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Figure 7.4.1: Penetration depth
§7.4 Coupled electro-thermal-mass transfer model
In order to produce a coupled electro-thermal-mass transfer model, the dielectric
properties of the bioniaterial have to he assumed to change both with temperature
and moisture^ II the solid, liquid and gaseous phase temperature dependencies
are known, then the porous medium relative permittivity and loss factor can be
calculated using the followingsimple homogciiization(see Section 4.2)
7( M , T ) = ( 1 - ( p ) es o , " \ T )+ <t> ( M e h q u i d ( T ) + ( 1 - M ) e 9 " s ( T ) ) .
(7.4.1)
The dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss for dried solid were deduced from the
permittivity of 80(/c moist reconstituted potato starch" 11 on T = 20 C using the
equation 7.4.1. The temperature dependencies of water and gas were taken from
the literature"'. Using these expressions in (1.2.10)allows the penetration depth of
this porous bioniaterial to be calculated and its variation with moisture for a range
of temperatures shown in Figure 7.4.1. The fluid movement through the porous
medium is governed by the permeability for gas (A,^)and water (A,,.). These are
calculated using two different intrinsic permeabilities kgi and kwi (see Table 7.11)
for gas and water that take into account structural changes occurring during the
-T=293K
T=313K
T=333K
T=353K
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7.4. C oupled electro-tliermal-niass transfer model
omj)utatic)iiallesults foi the problem geometry shown in Section 7.2 and material
properties described in the this sections are shown in Figures 7.1..5to 7.4.24. Two
slab positions are observed: away from the cavity-waveguidejunction on the bottom
(Figmes f.4.3 - /.4.10) and close to the cavity - waveguide junction (Figures 7. 1.19
7.4.24). 1 his problem definition was chosen to highlight the fundamental physical
mechanisms involvedin t lie microwaveprocessingof porous bio-materials and is not
intended to reflect commercial applications. I he software is however, sufficiently
flexible to include featuressuch as packagingwhen appropriate.
I he results for the firstcase are presented as cr<>sssections of t he heated biomaterial
s l u n v i n gt h e i n i p < > r t a n tp h y s i c a lv a r i a b l e s- t e n i p e r a t n r e .g a s p r e s s u r e ,h e a ts < ) i i r c eQ .
and liquidsat mat ion - at t =20 sectaids and t= 1•">()sen >nds.and temperature histories
at sample points in the interior and close to the top surface. I he cross sections are
in t he //. c-planeso t hat t he excitation waveguideison top (see Figure 7.2.1) and are
sampled approximately midway t hrongli t lie bioniaterial.Since t lie biomaterial isnot
packaged moisture and heat can escape from all surfaces. The main physical effects
visible in these plotsare the expected material dry-<nit,accompanied by tlieexpected
increase in the penetrat ion of the microwavesinto the bioniaterial. The mat heinatieal
model allows for evaporation (i.e. mass transfer between the liquid and gas phase)
to take place within t he porous materialat all teniperat tires below the boiling point:
the evaporation rate will be dependant on t he surfacearea of t he liquid phase which
is in turn dependant on the porous structure. This parameter has been set to provide
fairly rapid evaporation in this case but would need to be matched to experimental
measurements in a commercial application. The temperature profilesare consistent
with those used in the earlier validation study presented in Section 7..4. The same
localised heating on t he edges of the material (dne to the local singularitiesat corners
and edges of a lossy rectangular dielectric) and poor heating of the interior due to
the low thermal conductivity of the gel is observed. Their conductivity is similar to
the one calculated by (4.4.4) for the dry state typical of the directly heated region so
that dryout is partly responsiblefor the poor interior heating shown in Figure 7.4.8.
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I
I
I
I
00 E+-0
.12 E* 8
12e+-9
. 14 Et-9
85Et-9
56 E t-9
27Et-9
98 Et-9
70Et-9
4lEt-9
. l2Et-9
83 Et-9
55 Et-9
26Et-9
. 9 7 E t 9
Figure 7.4.3: Heating function. Q(U m •*),inside the reconstituted potato starch at
t = 20 seconds
Tli*1 results also show pressure increasesaround the localised heating areas driving
a How of liquid away from these areas demonstrating the importance of coupling a
fully multi-phase porous media flow dynamics to the microwave heating. Similar
results are reported by Perre and Turner'36 ' for timber drying (with higher internal
pressure increasesdue to the lower permeability of timber) and \i et al., ,9) in a one-
dimensional model of a material with similar permeabilities who reported internal
pressure buildups of a similar magnitude.
These results took around 2 hours to produce with around 24.000 electromagnetic
grid cells and 4000 finite volumes on a Sun Ultra5, 400 MHz CPU processor. Fine
grid computations (Figures 7.4.13-7.4.18) with 190.000electromagneticgrid (('lis and
32.000 finite volumes showed relatively small changes to the original calculations.
These coupled computations are clearly expensive take more than 30 hours on the
same machine) but would run significantlyfaster on the latest Sun processors.
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Figure 7.4.4: Liquid saturation. 4/. inside the reconstituted potato starch at / = 20
seconds
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Figure 7.4.5: Dynamic Pressure profile.p { P ( i ) . inside the reconstituted potato starch
at t = 20 seconds
The second set of results are for a slab having dimensions 200mm x 200m m x 4 m m
positioned such that the planes of the horizontal and vertical symmetry of the load
coincided with those of the waveguide?(Figures7.4.19-7.4.24)'*". I he load was placed
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z
Figure 7.4.G: Liquid temperature profile, T}(°C), inside the reconstituted potato
starch at t = 20 seconds
OEt-9
0 E + S
4 E-t -Sl
CEt-9
n
z
Figure 7.4.7: Heating function. Q(\ Vm~ 3 ), inside the reconstituted potato starch at
t = 150 seconds
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3 7 .4 .8 : L iqu id t empe ra tu r e p ro f i l e , 7}( °C) , i n s ide the r econs t i t u t ed po t a toF igu re
s t a r ch a t I = 150 seconds
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Figure 7.4.9: Liquid saturation, M. inside the reconstituted potato starch at t = 150
seconds
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starch at t -
i: Dynamic Pressure profile. p ( P < i ) .
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Figure 7.4.11: Temperature . T ( ° C ) . evolution over time at two different points in
cross-section
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0 O E t O
j.et-6
Figure 7.4.12: Heating function, Q{\ \ m !) . i n s ide the r econs t i t u t ed po t a to s t a r e
a t t = 20 seconds - f i ne mesh
n
F igu re 7 .4 .13 : L iqu id sa tu r a t i on .M. inside the reconstituted potato starch at t =
seconds - tine mesh
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1 6 E* 4
1.8Et4
1 9E+-4
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Figure 7.4.14: Dynamic Pressure profile, p(Pa). inside the reconstituted potato
starch at t —20 seconds - fine mesh
Yn,
Li
Figure 7.4.15: Liquid temperature profile.7/(°C), inside the reconstituted potato
starch at t = 20 seconds - fine mesh
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Figure 7.4.16: Liquid temperature profile.X/(°C), inside the reconstituted potato
starch at t = 150 seconds- fine mesh
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Figure 7.4.17: Liquidsaturation. M. inside the reconstituted potato starch at t =
seconds - fine mesh
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3 3E*4
Figure 7.4.18: Dynamic Pressure profile, p(P<i), inside the reconstituted potato
starch at t = 150 seconds - fine mesh
at a distance of 17////// from the oven waveguidejunction. Due to the symmetry of
the oven, the maximum values of the heating function in this case on the face are
in the centre. Fig. 7.4.1!). The calculated temperature distributions is shown in
Fig. 7.4.22. Temperature increase will he very steep in the centre corresponding to
the power distribution, slowingdown towards the edges due to surface cooling. Due
to the smaller thickness of the slab compared to the previouscase and the fact that
now the material gets heating from bellow as well, the temperature profilesare more
uniform. It is easy to observe in this case the surface evaporation (Figures 7.4.2.J
and 7.4.24). It can be noted that hot spots at the corners disappear due to surface
temperature boundary conditions (Figure 7.4.22). The microwavepowerdistribution
will change as shown in fig. 7.4.20.
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Figure 7.4.19: Heating function. Q(\\'m '*), inside the reconstituted potato starch
at t = 20 seconds
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Figure 7.4.20: Heating function. Q{\ Vm ;5). inside the reconstituted potato starch
at t — 120 seconds
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Table 7.11: Input parameters used in the computations
Parameter Value S<>urce
Porosity. 0 0.55
Initial saturation. S w 0.80
Irreducible saturation, S,r 0.08 (76)
Intrinsic gas permeability at very dry state. kgi (m'2) 10 x 10 11 (50)
Intrinsic liquid permeability at very wet state. kw l ( r n ~ ) 5 x 1 0-" (59)
Initial temperature, T in ,t{°C) 20 This work
Stirrounding air temperature, T init (°C) 20 This work
Specific heat ot gas, c p q ( J k g 'A' -1 ) 1005
Specific*heat of water. c p w ( J k g ~i I \ 1 ) 4180
Specific heat ot potato. c p s ( J k g 'A 1) 3500
Gas density. ( >g ( k g m ) 1.189
Water density. pu.(k(iin~'i) 1000
Potato density. p s ( k ( j n r3 ) 1050
Dynamic viscosityof gas, f i .g( P a s ) 1.8 x 10 "5
Dynamic viscosityof water, f iw ( P a s ) 5.468 x 1 0- i
Latent heat of vapourization. L ( J k g ~ ~) 2.435 x 10" (DConvective heat transfer coefficient,//(ll m ~A ') 10
Thermal conductivity of gas. k g ( \ \ / / / 1 / \ 1 ) 0.0258
Thermal conductivity of water. ki(\\ in 'A ') 0.597
Thermal conductivity of potato, k s ( \ \ m 'A ') 0.6
tituted potato starch atigure 7.4.21: Temperatuie pn
t = 20 seconds
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igure 7.4.22: Temperature profile.T [ °C ) . inside the reconstituted potato starch at
= 120 seconds
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igure 7.4.23: Liquid concentration. M. inside the reconstituted potato starch at
= 40 seconds
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Conclusion
A multi-phase transport How model in a porous medium, which combines a three-
dimensional heat and mass transfer code with a three-dimensional electromagnetic
computational scheme, was able to predict the overall drying behaviour of a porous
material in a microwave oven.
The FD-TD scheme was chosen for solving the electromagnetic field distribution.
The scheme was described in detail, along with the implementation of the boundary
conditions at dielectric interfaces. Its second order accuracy was proved by com-
parison of the numerical results to analytical solutions in unloaded 2-D and .5-1)
rectangular microwave cavities. Both uniform and nonuniform structured meshed
were employed. The power distribution in loaded 2-D single- and multi-mode mi-
crowave cavities was validated. The influence of dielectric properties, sample size and
location on resonant conditions was studied. Results for .5-D microwave power distri-
bution in loaded microwave enclosures was compared to results from other numerical
techniques found in the literature.
The How model is a multi-phase one. The moisture transport in the porous food
material is modelled with phase change. Local (pressure and temperature depen-
dent) saturation conditions were applied at each computational cell interface and are
able to model evaporation and re -condensation. The pressure field was calculated
by means of the of a pressure correction equation based on the SIMPLE algorithm.
The solution domain for the CFD calculations includes the food material onlv. The
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surface boundary conditions deal with heat transfer by both forced convention and
ladiation as \\<11as evapoiat ion. A 1-D freeze-drvingexample was used for inves-
tigation of different aspects of drying. More comprehensive results were obtained
using PHOENics.
I nil <oupling between the two calculations is achieved by mapping I liefood dielectric
j)ropeities fiom the C I-1)mesh onto the CEM mesh and then mapping the mienwave
heating function from tIk1 C EM mesh to the CP1) mesh. In this way the tw<tcalcu-
lations have been closely coupled in an optiniallv cost-efficientmanner.
Results of a coupled electro-thermal algorithm coded by the author were compared
to results obtained with lMIOENK'S.A very good agreement was noticed. A similar
3-D a Igorit Inn for t he temperat tiredistribution in a bioniaterial wasvalidated against
other numerical results and experimental measurements.
The fully coupled model accounts for the pressure driven fluid flow and change of
phase in wet bio-materials. Drying occurs due to liquid movement which does not oc-
cur during more conventional drying processes. 1he characteristics of heat and mass
transfer are greatly influenced by internal heat generation. With the internal heat
generation, most of the moisture is vaporized before leaving the sample. Agreement
was achieved between calculated values for the penetration depth and the distribu-
tion of the heating function inside the sample as dielectric properties change. I he
results were also compared to those of simpler problems available in the lit.eiatuie.
The inadequacies of the model are mainly due to rectangular meshes which can not
always approximate real shapes well enough. Local subgridding techniquescould be
employed to handle more complex geometiies.
Future work could also incorporate two important practical features of domestic
microwave processing - the use of rotation (as opposed to mode stirring) and active
packaging. This is particularly important when thawing foods from frozen.
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Siiu e the electioniagnetic relaxation tiniescale is o{the <>rder<>fpicoseconds,the ro-
tation <ou Id I )c 11catcd as a sequence1 of fixed positions. The fully-coupledaIgorit Inn
makes use of two independent meshes with a general mapping function: this per-
mits physical rotation to be implemented entirely within the mapping procedures.
The C FD mesh would rotate with the food while the spatial distribution of the
heating function changes. I lie C'EM mesh does not rotate but dielectric material
properties would now be re-mapped from the new CFD mesh position. C'EM inesli
sub-structuring would ensure the new food boundary position is well approximated.
Packaging has a direct effect on heating and moisture transport. Edge over-heating
is avoided to some extent with curved packaging. The heating effect could also
be modified by including metallised plastic susceptors or foil shielding inside the
packaging. The use of susceptors (characterized in terms of surface resistivities)
is of interest for microwave cooking from a frozen state. Susceptors are effectively
sub-grid scale features (of the order of millimeter in thickness) however they can be
approximated reasonably well if the CEM computational grid is aligned with the
layer. The FD-TD scheme would then define tangential electric field components
and normal magnetic fields on the layer. I he method is readily modified so that
these specific degrees of freedom are computed using surface resistivities from the
integral form of Maxwell s equations.
In this study, temperatures between the room temperature and the boiling point
have been considered. Another possible research direction can be the processing of
frozen food in which gross changes in dielectric properties occur as a result of phase
change and where mushy zones may develop.
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